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The Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) is a clock-based formalism for the 
specification and analysis of real-time embedded systems. The major goal of schedulability 
analysis of CCSL specifications is to solve the schedule problem, which is to answer 
‘whether there exists a clock behaviour (also called a ‘schedule’) that conforms to a given 
CCSL specification’. Existing works on schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications are 
mainly based on model checking or SMT-solving. In this paper, however, we propose a 
theorem-proving approach to the problem. To this end, we define a clock-based dynamic 
logic (cDL) in which we can specify the clock behaviours and the clock relations in CCSL. 
With cDL, given a CCSL specification SP, we can express its schedule problem as a cDL 
formula φsp . Then solving the schedule problem is equivalent to checking the validity of 
φsp in the proof system of cDL. By analyzing the proof tree of φsp , we can generate a 
concrete schedule satisfying SP. Compared to the previous approaches, our method is not 
limited to special types of CCSL specifications and schedules and does not depend on the 
bounds that are set for approximate checking. We implement our cDL in Coq. We use an 
example throughout the paper to illustrate our method.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The clock constraint specification language (CCSL) [2] is a specification language for specifying the constraints between 
the occurrences of events in real-time embedded systems (RTESs). It was firstly defined as an annex of UML/MARTE [3], 
but later developed as an independent language equipped with a formal semantics [4]. CCSL gives a concrete syntax to deal 
with logical clocks, made popular by Leslie Lamport [5] and synchronous languages (such as Esterel). In CCSL, ‘clocks’ are 
treated as first-class citizens for capturing discrete-time events, and clock expressions are used for specifying the logical 
and chronometrical constraints between the occurrences of events. CCSL is a specification language and not a programming 

✩ This paper is an extended version of the conference paper [1] at TASE 2019: 13th International Symposium on Theoretical Aspects of Software 
Engineering.
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Fig. 1. Theorem-proving approach for schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications.

language. It only allows an abstract specification of a set of possible behaviours and does not attempt to provide a single 
operational deterministic execution. All the values are ignored to focus only on clock issues. CCSL has been widely used in 
the specification and analysis of different RTESs, e.g. see [6–8].

One important aspect in the formal analysis of CCSL is schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications. The major goal of the 
analysis is to answer whether ‘there exists a schedule for a given CCSL specification’. Here a schedule is a clock behaviour 
expressed as a sequence of the occurrences of clocks (whose formal definition is given in Sect. 2). The decidability of 
this problem still remains open [9]. However, there are existing methods based on model checking and SMT-solving that 
give a partial solution of this problem [10,11,9,12]. The model-checking-based approach [10,11] relies on a transformation 
from CCSL specifications into finite automata, but only a part of CCSL specifications whose corresponding automata are finite 
(which are also called ‘safe CCSL specifications’ [13]) can be treated in this way. On the other hand, [9,12] proposed an SMT-
solving-based approach which relies on encoding a CCSL specification directly into a first-order logical (FOL) formula. In this 
approach, the authors focus on searching a type of schedules called ‘periodic schedules’ [9] for a given CCSL specification 
by SMT-solving the FOL formula. However, solving the FOL formula always needs to set a bound (a positive number that 
decides the iterative steps in the SMT-solving procedure) and the result of the search of the schedules depends on this 
bound.

In this paper, we propose a theorem-proving approach to schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications, which is not lim-
ited to special types of CCSL specifications and does not depend on the bounds set to FOL formulae. To this end, we define 
a variation of dynamic logic called ‘clock-based dynamic logic’ (cDL) and develop a proof calculus in order to specify and 
analyze the schedule problem. We build cDL by extending first-order dynamic logic (FODL) [14] with clocks as primitives 
and inheriting the so-called ‘normalized trace formula’ of differential temporal logic2 (dTL2) [15]. With these features the 
schedule problem of a CCSL specification can be specified as a cDL dynamic formula. cDL supports both modelling the dy-
namic clock behaviour of the specification as its program model and specifying the static clock relations of the specification 
as its logical expression in a single formalism. The key idea behind our approach is that, the proof in cDL makes use of 
the syntactical structure of cDL program models so that a cDL dynamic formula can be decomposed into quantifier-free FOL 
(QF-FOL) formulae (i.e. verification conditions), which in turn can be proved using SMT-solving. With cDL the schedulability 
analysis can be made at an abstraction level where the concept of clock and the synchronous execution mechanism can be 
fully stressed.

Our method is illustrated in Fig. 1. A CCSL specification SP consists of a set of clocks and a set of relations between 
clocks. The schedule problem of SP can be captured as a dynamic formula φsp in cDL. This is achieved by transforming all 
2
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clocks whose behaviours can be captured as a clock-labelled transition system (see Sect. 2.3) into a cDL program model 
psp , and expressing all clock relations as a cDL formula ψsp . In this way, we reduce the schedule problem of SP into a 
verification problem of the cDL formula φsp . With the inference rules of cDL, φsp can be proven with the generation of a 
proof tree. All verification conditions on the leaf nodes of the proof tree are QF-FOL formulae, which can thus be solved 
by an SMT-solving procedure [16]. By analyzing the proof tree, a concrete schedule that satisfies the specification can be 
generated (e.g. schedule σ ). Except for the process of generating the proof tree, all other procedures can be carried out 
automatically. The whole cDL system can be mechanized by popular theorem provers like Isabelle [17], Coq [18], etc.

Compared to the previous approaches mentioned above, the whole analysis process of our approach does not rely on 
state exploration so it does not require the specification SP to be a safe one. And since all verification conditions are 
quantifier-free, we do not need to set a bound for an approximate solving. This is different from the existing SMT-solving-
based approach mentioned above, where the FOL formula that directly encodes the schedule problem contains quantifiers 
(e.g. formula φ′ in Fig. 1) and a bound has to be set in order to eliminate them. Because of this reason, in our approach 
the search for a schedule does not depend on the bound but on whether we can prove the cDL formula that captures the 
schedule problem.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:

(i) We construct cDL and its proof calculus, and we mechanize cDL using Coq.
(ii) We propose a method for schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications based on cDL.

For (ii), we focus on the encoding from CCSL specifications into cDL formulae and how the schedule problem can be solved 
through derivations of cDL.

cDL is partially based on ‘CCSL dynamic logic’ [19], which is designed for characterization and verification of a simple 
CCSL specification R̃el (consisting of a set of clock relations) of a given synchronous system p. In CCSL dynamic logic, clock 
relation Rel is taken as a primitive, and the satisfaction of the specification can be captured as a formula of the form 
‘[p] � (Rel1, ..., Reln)’. In cDL we use temporal formulae of the form ‘�ψ ’ to express clock relations, which is more general 
than [p] � (Rel1, ..., Reln). It is known that CCSL dynamic logic is not expressive enough to handle the schedule problem in 
CCSL, which can be expressed as a normalized trace formula of the form ‘〈p〉φ 	�ψ ’ in cDL (see Sect. 4). Normalized trace 
formulae can express the existence of a trace satisfying both a state property1 (φ) and a temporal property (�ψ ).

This paper is an extended version of the conference paper [1], where cDL was defined and the method for schedulability 
analysis of CCSL specifications was proposed. There the algorithm for analyzing the proof tree of a valid cDL formula can only 
generate a bounded schedule, which is, a finite prefix of a schedule. In this paper, we take one step further by improving the 
algorithm there, so that the modified algorithm (Algorithm 2) can generate a complete schedule. Furthermore, this paper is 
more comprehensive with well and completely defined preliminaries, introductions to FODL and dTL2, and a full definition 
of the substitution in cDL (Sect. 4.2). Also, we add the proofs of important propositions (Appendix A) and of the soundness 
of the cDL proof system (Appendix B). Graphical illustrations of some concepts and examples are provided throughout the 
paper for better understanding (e.g. Examples 2.3, 4.3, 4.4 and Example 5.2).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 briefly introduces the formalism CCSL, which is necessary for 
understanding the content of this paper. Sect. 3 introduces an illustrative example, which is used throughout the paper to 
explain our contributions. We define in Sect. 4 the syntax and semantics of cDL. In Sect. 5, we present the proof system of 
cDL and analyze its soundness, completeness and decidability. Sect. 6 proposes a method for schedulability analysis of CCSL 
in cDL. In Sect. 7 we discuss our implementation of cDL in Coq, and give an example of how cDL formulae can be captured 
and proved in Coq. We discuss the related work in Sect. 8, and draw our conclusions in Sect. 9 with a discussion about 
possible future work.

2. The clock constraint specification language

The version of CCSL presented here is based on [9,20]. CCSL consists of two parts: logical clocks and the constraints 
between clocks. In Sect. 2.1, we introduce the logical clock and the related concepts. In Sect. 2.3, we introduce the constraints 
between clocks and the related concepts. We give the semantics of CCSL and the definitions of CCSL specifications and the 
schedule problem. In Sect. 2.3 we introduce clock-labelled transition systems — an automata semantics of CCSL.

2.1. Logical clock

Logical clock In CCSL, a logical clock captures the occurrences of an event in RTESs over a discrete time model. It is an 
infinite sequence, defined as a function c :N+ → {0, 1}, where N+ = {1, 2, ..., n, ...} is the set of natural numbers. Each c(i)
(i ∈N+) can be either ‘tick’ (represented as 1) or ‘idle’ (represented as 0), representing that the event associated to c occurs 
or not at the instant i. We use C to denote a finite set of clocks.

1 I.e., a property that is evaluated at a state.
3
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Fig. 2. A possible schedule of CCSL constraints.

Clock sequence & Schedule Given a set of clocks C , the state of clocks in C at an instant captures the ticks of all clocks in C
at that instant. It can be denoted as a function η : C→{0, 1}. Given a set of clocks C , a clock sequence (or simply ‘sequence’) 
is a finite or infinite sequence of states of clocks in C . It is defined as a down-closed partial function κ :N+� (C→{0, 1}), 
which satisfies for any i ∈N+ , if i ∈ dom(κ), then for any j < i, j ∈ dom(κ).

Since for any function η, there exists exactly one set of ticked clocks: αη = {c | η(c) = 1} corresponding to it, we can 
use αη to denote η. Hence a sequence can be also written as: κ = α1α2...αn.... If a set of ticked clocks α = {c}, we simply 
write it as c.

A schedule is an infinite clock sequence, denoted by σ . A finite clock sequence is also called a ‘bounded schedule’ in 
some references, e.g. [9,12].

Configuration Given a set of clocks C , the number of times each clock has ticked at an instant is denoted as a function 
h : C→N (where N =N+∪{0}). Given a set of clocks C and a clock sequence κ , a configuration Hκ is an infinite sequence 
that keeps track of the number of times each clock has ticked at each instant in clock sequence κ . It is defined as a function 
Hκ :N→ (C→N) s.t.:

Hκ (i, c)=df

⎧⎨⎩ 0, if i = 0
Hκ (i − 1, c)+ 1, if i > 0, c ∈ κ(i)
Hκ (i − 1, c), if i > 0, c /∈ κ(i).

Hκ (0, c) = 0 indicates that at the beginning no clock ticks.

Example 2.1. In Fig. 2(a), there are two clocks: c1, c2, C = {c1, c2}. Clock c1 = 101100100100..., clock c2 = 010100110010.... 
Schedule σ = {c1}{c2}{c1}{c1, c2}∅∅{c1, c2}{c2}∅{c1}{c2}∅..., where for example we have σ(1) = {c1}, σ(4) = {c1, c2} and 
σ(7) = {c1, c2} (they are indicated by the dashed rectangle in Fig. 2). The configuration Hσ for example satisfies: Hσ (0, c1) =
0, Hσ (1, c1) = 1, Hσ (2, c1) = 1, Hσ (3, c1) = 2.

2.2. Clock constraint

Clock Constraint In CCSL, a clock constraint captures a constraint between clocks. It can be either a clock relation or a 
clock definition.

Clock relations describe binary relationships between clocks, their syntax is defined as:

Rel ::= c1 ≺ c2 | c1 � c2 | c1 ⊆ c2 | c1 # c2,

where c1, c2 are arbitrary clocks. The semantics of clock relations σ �ccsl Rel is defined in Fig. 3. ‘Causality’ and ‘Precedence’ 
describe a asynchronous dependence relation between two events. ‘Causality’ captures a constraint between c1 and c2 in 
which the ticks of clock c2 are caused by the ticks of clock c1, in other words, c2 cannot tick before c1 ticks. ‘Precedence’ 
captures a similar constraint as ‘Causality’ but it does not allow that two clocks tick at the same instant, in other words, 
it expresses that c1 ticks strictly faster than c2 ticks. ‘Subclock’ and ‘Exclusion’ describe a synchronous relation between 
two events. ‘Subclock’ captures a constraint between c1 and c2 in which c1 can only tick if c2 ticks at the same instant; 
‘Exclusion’ captures a constraint between c1 and c2 in which c1, c2 cannot tick at the same instant.

Clock definitions define new clocks by composing the existing clocks in different ways. A clock definition is of the form:

Cdf ::= c � E

where E is a clock expression defined by the following grammar:

E ::= c1 + c2 | c1 ∗ c2 | c1 � c2 | c1 � c2 | c1 � c2 | c ∝ n | c $ n | c1 ∨ c2 | c1 ∧ c2.

c1, c2 are arbitrary clocks, n ≥ 1. The semantics of clock definitions σ �ccsl Cdf are defined in Fig. 3. ‘Union’ defines a clock 
c that ticks at any instant when either c1 or c2 ticks. ‘Intersection’ defines a clock c that ticks at any instant when both c1
and c2 tick. ‘Sample’ defines a clock c that samples c1 based on c2. c ticks at any instant when c2 ticks for the first time 
after a tick of c1. ‘Strict Sample’ is similar to ‘Sample’, but it does not allow clock c to tick at any instant when both c2 and 
c1 tick. ‘Interruption’ defines a clock c that ticks at all instants when c1 ticks until c2 ticks for the first time. ‘Periodicity’ 
4
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Causality: σ �ccsl c1 � c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.Hσ (i, c1)≥ Hσ (i, c2)

Precedence: σ �ccsl c1 ≺ c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.Hσ (i, c1) > Hσ (i, c2)∨ (Hσ (i, c1)= Hσ (i, c2)∧ c1 /∈ σ(i))
Subclock: σ �ccsl c1 ⊆ c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.c1 ∈ σ(i)→ c2 ∈ σ(i)

Exclusion: σ �ccsl c1 # c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.c1 /∈ σ(i)∨ c2 /∈ σ(i)

Union: σ �ccsl c � c1 + c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c1 ∈ σ(i)∨ c2 ∈ σ(i))

Intersection: σ �ccsl c � c1 ∗ c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c1 ∈ σ(i)∧ c2 ∈ σ(i))

Strict Sample: σ �ccsl c � c1 � c2 iff

∀i ∈N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (

c2 ∈ σ(i)∧
∃ j.(0 < j < i)∧ c1 ∈ σ( j)∧ (∀k.( j ≤ k < i)→ c2 /∈ σ(k))

)

Sample: σ �ccsl c � c1 � c2 iff

∀i ∈N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (

c2 ∈ σ(i)∧
∃ j.(0 < j ≤ i)∧ c1 ∈ σ( j)∧ (∀k.( j ≤ k < i)→ c2 /∈ σ(k))

)

Interruption: σ �ccsl c � c1 � c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c1 ∈ σ(i)∧ ∀ j.(0 < j ≤ i)→ c2 /∈ σ( j))

Periodicity: σ �ccsl c � c′ ∝ n iff ∀i ∈N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c′ ∈ σ(i)∧ ∃m ∈N+.Hσ (i, c′)=m · (n+ 1))

Delay: σ �ccsl c � c′ $ n iff ∀i ∈N+.Hσ (i, c)=max(Hσ (i, c′)− n,0)

Infimum: σ �ccsl c � c1 ∧ c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.Hσ (i, c)=max(Hσ (i, c1), Hσ (i, c2))

Supremum: σ �ccsl c � c1 ∨ c2 iff ∀i ∈N+.Hσ (i, c)=min(Hσ (i, c1), Hσ (i, c2))

Fig. 3. Semantics of CCSL.

defines a clock c that ticks every n ticks of clock c′ . c ticks at any instant when c′ ticks, and there are n ticks of c′ (not 
including the tick of c′ at the instant) after the last instant when c ticks. ‘Delay’ defines a clock c that ticks at any instant 
when c′ ticks and before the instant c′ has ticked for n or more than n times. ‘Infimum’ defines the slowest clock that is 
faster than both c1 and c2. c ticks at any instant when the faster clock between c1 and c2 ticks. ‘Supremum’ defines the 
fastest clock that is slower than both c1 and c2. c ticks at any instant when the slower clock between c1 and c2 ticks.

Example 2.2. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the clock relation c1 ≺ c2. We can see that the tick of c2 always depends on the tick of c1
(the dependence relation is indicated by the red arrows) and c1 and c2 do not tick at the same instant. At each instant the 
semantics of Precedence is satisfied, e.g., at the instant 3, Hσ (3, c1) > Hσ (3, c2).

Fig. 2(b) illustrates the clock definition c � c′ $ n (when n = 5).

Clock Specification & Free Clock Given a set of clock constraints C , σ �ccsl C is defined s.t. σ �ccsl cn for all cn ∈ C . A CCSL 
specification is a pair

SP ::= 〈C̃df , R̃el〉,
where C̃df is a set of clock definitions, R̃el is a set of clock relations. σ �ccsl SP is defined s.t. σ �ccsl R̃el and σ �ccsl C̃df . 
We use C(SP) to denote all clocks appearing in SP.

Given a CCSL specification SP = 〈C̃df , R̃el〉, we use F(SP) to denote the set of all free clocks appearing in C̃df ∪ R̃el. 
A ‘free clock’ is a clock that does not appear on the left side of any clock definitions of the form ‘c � E ’ in a specification.

Schedule Problem Given a CCSL specification SP = 〈C̃df , R̃el〉, the schedule problem is to determine whether ‘there exists 
a schedule σ of C(SP) s.t. σ �ccsl SP’. In a schedule of a CCSL specification, we are only interested in those instants at which 
at least one clock ticks. According to the semantics of CCSL (Fig. 3), instants at which no clock ticks have no impact on the 
satisfaction relation between a schedule and a specification. In other words, if σ is a schedule of a specification, and σ ′
is the schedule obtained by inserting or removing arbitrary number of instants at which no clock ticks into the schedule 
σ , then σ ′ is also a schedule of the specification. For example, if σ = {c1}{c2}{c1}{c2}... is a schedule of the specification 
SP = 〈∅, {c1 � c2}〉, then schedule σ ′ = {c1}{c2}∅{c1}{c2}... (obtained by inserting an instant at which no clock ticks into σ ) 
is also a schedule of SP, because at the instant 3, Hσ (3, c1) ≥ Hσ (3, c2) holds since no clock ticks. Therefore, in the schedule 
problem, we always focus on the schedules that contain no instants at which no clock ticks (except for instant 0), i.e., every 
schedule σ must satisfy: σ(i) �= ∅ for any i ∈N+ .

2.3. Clock-labelled transition system

Clock-labelled Transition System In CCSL, the clock behaviour can be captured as a special type of finite transition systems, 
called a ‘clock-labelled transition system’ (cLTS) [20]. A cLTS is a tuple

A= 〈L, T , l0,C〉

5
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∅
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∅
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∅
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∅
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p3 = ∅⊕ g2?{v1} ⊕ g2?{v1, v3}, p4 = ∅⊕ {v1, u1} ⊕ {v1, u1, v3}

Fig. 4. Examples of cLTSs.

where L is a set of locations, l0 is an initial location. T ⊆ L × (G × (C→ {0, 1})) × L is a set of transitions. A transition 
(l, g?α, l′) ∈ T (also denoted as l 

g?α−−→ l′) can be fired from l to l′ when guard g is true and exactly the clocks in α ⊆ C tick. 
G is a set of guards. The guard g is of the form

g =df h(c1, c2)��k,

where k ∈Z, �� ∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =}. When g is the Boolean true expression, it can be omitted and we simply write α. We 
use h(c1, c2) to represent the difference between h(c1) and h(c2): h(c1, c2) =df h(c1) − h(c2), where the unary function h is 
defined in Sect. 2.1. In cLTSs, T satisfies that for each location l ∈ L, (l, ∅, l) ∈ T .

A clock sequence σ = α1α2...αi ... is accepted by a cLTS if from the initial location l0 there is a path l0
g1?α1−−−→ l1

g2?α2−−−→
... 

gi ?αi−−−→ li ... in the cLTS, where each guard gi (i ≥ 1) is evaluated to be true. We use Seq(A) to denote the set of all 
sequences accepted by A, and we use Sch(A) to denote the set of all schedules accepted by A.

Example 2.3. Fig. 4(a) shows the cLTS of the constraint u1 � v1 $ 5, where L = {l1, l2}, the initial location is l1, C = {u1, v1}. 
There are 5 transitions in T : (l1, ∅, l1), (l1, g1?{v1}, l1), (l1, g2?{v1}, l2), (l2, {v1, u1}, l2), (l2, ∅, l2). g1, g2 are given in the 
lower part of the table. Let σ = v1 v1 v1 v1{v1, u1}ω , then σ ∈ Sch(A).

Note that p2, p3, p4 will be used later in conjunction with this example.

Synchronous Product The synchronous product of A1,...,An , denoted by A1 ‖ ... ‖ An , captures the common behaviours 
of all n cLTSs. They synchronize only when they all agree on whether their common clocks tick or not. Formally, let Ai =
〈Li, Ti, l0,i, Ci〉 (1 ≤ i ≤ n), then A1 ‖ ... ‖An is defined as a tuple 〈L, T , l0, C〉 where

(1) L = L1 × ... × Ln;
(2) (〈l1, ..., ln〉, (∧n

i=1 gi)?(
⋃n

i=1 αi), 〈l′1, ..., l′n〉) ∈ T iff 〈li, gi?αi, l′i〉 ∈ Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and α j ∩ Ck = αk ∩ C j for any 1 ≤ j ≤
k ≤ n;

(3) l0 = 〈l0,1, ..., l0,n〉;
(4) C =⋃n

i=1 Ci .

The condition ‘α j ∩ Ck = αk ∩ C j ’ guarantees that all n cLTSs agree on whether their common clocks tick or not in their own 
transitions. Refer to [20] for more explicit explanations.

In cLTS we use a ‘compositional transition’ [l, g1?α1 ⊕ ... ⊕ gn?αn, l′] as a shorthand to express the set of transitions 
(l, g1?α1, l′),...,(l, gn?αn, l′) with the same locations l, l′ . Later in Sect. 4, we see that the operator ⊕ here is actually the 
choice operator of the program model of cDL.

Example 2.4. Fig. 4(c) shows the synchronous product Ac =Ab1 ‖Ab2 where Ab1 and Ab2 (shown in Fig. 4(b1) and (b2) 
respectively) are the cLTSs of the free clocks v1 and v3 respectively. Fig. 4(d) shows the synchronous product Ad =Aa ‖
Ac =Aa ‖Ab1 ‖Ab2. In Ac , e.g., the transition (l3, {v1}, l3) of Ac is the synchronization of the transition (s1, {v1}, s1) of Ab1
and the transition (s2, ∅, s2) of Ab2, where l3 = 〈s1, s2〉. In Ad , e.g., the transition (l4, g2?{v1, v3}, l5) is the synchronization 
of the transition (l1, g2?{v1}, l2) of Aa and the transition (l3, {v1, v3}, l3) of Ac , where l4 = 〈l1, l3〉, l5 = 〈l2, l3〉. Let Ca , Cc be 
the set of clocks of Aa and Ac respectively. Since Ca = {v1, u1} and Cc = {v1, v3}, we have {v1} ∩ Cc = {v1, v3} ∩ Ca = {v1}
holds.

Fig. 4(c’) shows the same cLTS as Fig. 4(c), but we use a compositional transition [l3, p1, l3] to express all 4 transitions 
〈l3, ∅, l3〉, 〈l3, {v1}, l3〉, 〈l3, {v3}, l3〉 and 〈l3, {v1, v3}, l3〉. p1 is shown in the lower part of the table.

cLTS Semantics of CCSL Any CCSL definition c � E (or any free clock c) can be captured as a cLTS Ac�E (or Ac). For any 
schedule σ , there is

σ �ccsl c � E iff σ ∈ Sch(Ac�E).
6
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Clock behaviour Corresponding cLTS

c � c′ $n

h(c′, c)= n− 1?{c′}
∅

h(c′, c) < n− 1?{c′}

{c′, c}

∅

c

∅

c

Fig. 5. Encodings of some clock behaviours.

in1

clock: i1

in2

clock: i2

step1

clock: v1

step2

clock: v2

capacity: ≤ 5

buffer1

buffer2

step3

clock: v3

out

clock: o

Fig. 6. A component of an application.

Fig. 5 gives the encoding of the clock definition c � c′ $ n and the general free clock c, which we use in our example in 
Sect. 3. Fig. 4(a) is a special case of the cLTS of c � c′ $ n when n = 5. The encoding of other clock definitions can be found 
in [20–22].

With the cLTS semantics of CCSL definitions, the behaviour of clocks of any CCSL specification SP = 〈C̃df , R̃el〉 can be 
encoded as a cLTS ASP by making the synchronous product of the cLTSs of all clock definitions and all free clocks in SP . 
Formally, ASP = (‖c�E∈C̃df A

c�E ) ‖ (‖c∈F(SP) Ac). The following proposition shows that ASP exactly captures the behaviour 
of SP.

Proposition 2.1. Given a specification SP= 〈C̃df , R̃el〉, for any schedule σ of C(SP),

σ �ccsl C̃df iff σ ∈ Sch(ASP). (1)

Proposition 2.1 is a direct result from the cLTS theory proposed in [20], where there is

σ �ccsl SP iff σ ∈ Sch(A′), (2)

with A′ = (‖Rel∈R̃el ARel) ‖ (‖c�E∈C̃df Ac�E ) being the synchronous product of the cLTSs of all clock relations and clock 
definitions of SP. Here in Proposition 2.1, the proposition (1) is a special case of (2), where we only consider the behaviour 
of the clocks of SP. For the free clocks F(SP) which are in R̃el but not in any clock definition of C̃df , we encode them into 
cLTSs to capture their behaviours.

3. An illustrative example

In this section we consider an illustrative example which is used throughout this paper. This example is originally from 
[20]. As Fig. 6 shows, a component of a practical application contains two inputs in1, in2, three computations step1, step2, 
step3, two buffers buffer1, buffer2 and an output out . step1, step2 and step3 are three independent modules running con-
currently. step1 (resp. step2) needs an input from in1 (resp. in2) for a computation and after the computation it produces a 
result in the buffer. step3 needs intermediate results from both step1 and step2 for a computation and after the computa-
tion it returns a result to the output out . The component continuously receives inputs and produces outputs in a streaming 
fashion.

In this component, by associating each action with a clock, we can use CCSL, as an annex language of this model, to 
capture the logical constraints between clocks. As a simple case, let us consider two basic specifications SP1, SP2 in the 
following table:
7
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C̃df R̃el F(SPi) (i ∈ {1,2})
SP1 u1 � v1 $ 5 v1 ≺ v3, v3 � u1 v1, v3

SP2 u1 � v1 $ 5, u2 � v1 ∨ v2
v1 ≺ v3, v3 � u1, i1 � v1,

i2 � v2, u2 ≺ v3, v3 � o

i1, i2, v1,

v2, v3,o

where SP1 specifies a basic relation between step1 and step3: step3 must occur later than step1, but before buffer1 reaches 
its maximum capacity: 5 outputs of step1. This constraint can be expressed by two clock relations: v1 ≺ v3, v3 � u1. Here 
the clock u1 is newly defined, it ticks as the clock v1 but delayed by 5 ticks. This can be expressed as a clock definition: 
u1 � v1 $ 5. SP2 defines a more refined specification by adding more clock constraints in the sets C̃df , R̃el. SP2 specifies all 
dependency relationships between actions in the application. See [20] for more complex specifications of this example.

After obtaining the clock specifications, designers can have a better understanding of this component by performing 
schedulability analysis of these specifications. One important problem in schedulability analysis is the schedule problem 
as mentioned in Sect. 1. For a CCSL specification, there may be no schedules, or one or more schedules satisfying it. E.g., 
Fig. 7 shows two possible schedules satisfying the specification SP1. By analyzing the schedule problem, unimplementable 
specifications can be found as early as possible in the development process of an RTES.

In this paper, we take SP1 as an example. We show how our proposed method can be used to describe and analyze the 
schedule problem of SP1.

4. Syntax and semantics of cDL

In this section we propose a logic called ‘clock-based dynamic logic’ (cDL) in order to suitably characterize the CCSL 
specifications. cDL extends FODL with clocks as primitives and inherits the concept of normalized trace formulae from dTL2

to express and verify temporal properties. cDL provides a proof system for reasoning about the schedule problem at a high 
level. It can be encoded into higher-order logic for implementation issues. We firstly give a brief introduction to FODL and 
dTL2 as a background. Then we define the syntax of cDL in Sect. 4.2. At last we give its semantics in Sect. 4.3.

4.1. First-order dynamic logic and dynamic temporal logic dTL2

First-order dynamic logic. Dynamic logic [23] is an extension of modal logic for reasoning about programs. FODL [14,24]
is a type of dynamic logic able to express programs in the domain of first-order arithmetic theory. A program model p in 
FODL is a regular program, defined as follows:

p ::= x := e | P ? | p; p | p⊕ p | p∗,

where e is an arithmetical expression and P is a quantifier-free Boolean expression. x := e is an assignment, it assigns to 
the variable x the value of an arithmetical expression e. P ? is a test, it means at the current state, the program proceeds 
if the proposition P is true. ;, ⊕, ∗ are the sequence, non-deterministic choice and finite loop operator respectively. p; q
means the program first executes p, and after p terminates, it executes q. p ⊕ q means the program either executes p or 
executes q, it is a non-deterministic choice. p∗ means the program executes p for a finite number of times.

An FODL formula φ is defined as follows:

φ ::= tt | e ≤ e | 〈p〉φ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | ∀x.φ,

where tt is Boolean true, ≤ represents the ‘less than’ relation in the arithmetic theory. 〈p〉φ is called a ‘dynamic formula’. 
It is formed by embedding a regular program p into a modal logical formula �φ. 〈p〉φ expresses that ‘after some execution 
of p, φ holds’, which is a state property of p. One can refer to [24] for more details.

The dynamic temporal logic dTL2. dTL2 [15] is an augmentation of differential dynamic temporal logic (DDTL) [25], which 
enriches FODL with differential equations for expressing the behaviour of hybrid systems and ‘dynamic temporal formulae’ of 
the form ‘〈p〉�φ’ and ‘〈p〉�φ’ for expressing the temporal properties of p. Dynamic temporal formulae 〈p〉d (d ∈ {�φ, �φ}) 
express that there exists a trace of p satisfying the temporal formula d. In DDTL, there are no suitable rules to support 
the derivations of formulae of the form 〈p〉�φ. Based on DDTL, dTL2 introduces a type of more general formulae called 

v1

v3

u1

(a)

v1

v3

u1

(b)

Fig. 7. Two possible schedules for SP1.
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‘normalized trace formulae’ which are of the forms ‘〈p〉φ ��ψ ’ and ‘〈p〉φ 	 �ψ ’, and proposes relative rules to support 
their derivations. Normalized trace formula is able to express both state and temporal properties of a single trace (whose 
meaning will be given in Sect. 4.2). One can refer to [15] for more details about dTL2.

4.2. The syntax of cDL

In order to characterize the behaviour model of CCSL clocks (i.e., the cLTS) in logic, we introduce a program model called 
‘clock program model’ (CPM) based on the regular program model of FODL [14,24].

Definition 4.1 (Syntax of CPM). The syntax of CPM is defined in BNF as follows:

p ::= α | g?α | ε | ‡ | p; p | p⊕ p | p∗ | pω.

The intuitive meaning for each sentence is as follows. α is a set of ticked clocks and g is a guard in cLTS (see Sect. 2
for their definitions). We also call α a ‘clock event’ (or simply ‘event’) in CPM. Each event consumes one unit of time. The 
guarded clock event g?α means ‘at current time, if g is true, then α executes, else the program halts’. The evaluation of g
does not consume any time. ε represents an ‘empty program’, it does nothing and does not consume time. ‡ represents a 
‘halting program’, it halts the program and nothing can happen after that. ; , ⊕, ∗ are the sequence, non-deterministic choice 
and finite loop operator that are directly inherited from FODL. p; q means that the program first executes p, and after p
terminates, it executes q. p ⊕q means that the program either executes p, or executes q, it is a non-deterministic choice. p∗
means that the program executes p for a finite number of times. ω is the infinite loop operator. pω means that the program 
p executes for infinitely many times and never terminates.

Note that we use the same symbol ‘ω’ to express the infinite loop in CPM (Definition 4.1) and an infinite clock sequence 
that repeats a segment (Sect. 2) at the same time. The precedence of the operators in CPM is declared from the highest to 
the lowest as: ω, ∗, ;, ⊕.

As we will see in Sect. 6.1, any cLTS can be encoded as a CPM. The schedules accepted by a cLTS exactly correspond to 
the words accepted by its corresponding CPM (as stated in Proposition 6.4).

Example 4.1. The behaviour of clocks u1, v1, v3 in SP1 (given in Sect. 3, whose cLTS corresponds to Fig. 4(d) in Sect. 2.3) 
can be captured as a CPM psp1 = pω

2 ⊕ p∗2; p3; pω
4 , where p2, p3, p4 are given in the lower part of the table in Fig. 4.

cDL extends FODL with CPM as its program model and inherits normalized trace formula of the form 〈p〉φ 	�ψ from 
dTL2 [15]. The following definition gives the syntax of cDL formulae.

Definition 4.2 (Syntax of cDL formulae). The cDL formula φ is defined in BNF as follows:

φ ::= φs | 〈p〉φ 	�φ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ

where

φs ::= tt | e ≤ e | ¬φs | φs ∧ φs | ∀x.φs,

e ::= x | h(c) | η(c) | k | e+ e | e · e.

φs represents static formulae. In φs , tt is Boolean true, e is an integer arithmetic expression, x is a general variable in 
the domain Z. We use Var to denote a set of general variables. The function h : C→N (given in Sect. 2.1) records the 
number of ticks for each clock at the current instant. And the function η : C→ {0, 1} (given in Sect. 2.1) records the state 
of each clock at the current instant. Because clocks do not appear alone in a cDL formula (they only appear alone in the 
programs of a cDL formula), we can take h(c), η(c) as special variables related to the clock c ∈ C . We use Var(C) to denote 
the set of all ‘clock-related variables’ h(c), η(c) for any c in C . k ∈Z is a constant. 〈p〉φ 	�ψ is a dynamic formula. The 
term φ 	�ψ describes both a state property and a temporal property of an execution trace in clock programs. It consists 
of a state formula φ and a temporal formula �ψ , with a conjunction operator 	 linking them. The formula 〈p〉φ 	 �ψ

means that there exists some execution of p s.t. (1) the execution trace satisfies the temporal property �ψ , and (2) after 
the execution terminates (if it does), the state property φ also holds. For non-terminating executions of p, they do not need 
to satisfy the condition (2).

As it will be seen in Sect. 6.1, the schedule problem for a CCSL specification can be expressed as a cDL formula. The 
truth of the formula indicates the existence of a schedule of the specification (as stated in Theorem 6.1).

Example 4.2. The schedule problem of SP1 in Example 4.1 can be captured as a dynamic formula Isp1→〈psp1〉tt 	�(ψsp1 ∧
ψ∅), where the program psp1 can never terminate. It means that ‘under the initial condition Isp1 , there exists an infinite 
trace of psp1 satisfying �(ψsp1 ∧ψ∅)’. The formula ψsp1 captures the set of clock relations in SP1 and the formula ψ∅ plays 
the role of filtering out the traces of p, more details will be given in Sect. 6.
9
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[·] is the dual operator of 〈·〉. Formulae of the form ‘[p]...’ mean that ‘all execution traces of p satisfy ...’. The disjunction 
operator � is the dual operator of the conjunction operator 	. Formula [p]φ � �ψ means that for each trace of p, it 
either satisfies �ψ , or terminates and satisfies φ. It can be expressed as formula ¬〈p〉¬φ 	�¬ψ . Other logical terms and 
expressions such as ff (the Boolean false), φ1 ∨ φ2, φ1→ φ2, ∃x.φ, e1− e2, e1 = e2, e1 < e2,... can be expressed by the terms 
and expressions defined in Definition 4.2.

In cDL, given a formula φ, we say a variable X is ‘bound’ in φ if

(1) X ∈ Var and X is in the scope of some quantifier ∀X , or
(2) X ∈ Var(C) (assume X = h(c) or X = η(c)),

(i) there exists a subformula of φ of the form 〈p〉ψ1 	�ψ2 s.t. X is in ψ1 	�ψ2 and c is in p, or
(ii) there exists a subprogram of φ of the form q; r s.t. X is in r and c is in q.

We say a variable X is ‘free’ in φ if it is not bound in φ. A substitution φ[e/X] replaces every free occurrence of the variable 
X of φ with the expression e. An ‘admissible substitution’ guarantees that the meaning of a formula is the same before and 
after the substitution. φ[e/X] is ‘admissible’ iff there exists no variable Y s.t. (1) Y is in e; and (2) Y is bound in φ[e/X]. 
Unless specially mentioned, all substitutions in this paper are assumed to be admissible.

4.3. The semantics of cDL

Kripke Frame & Trace The semantics of cDL is based on the Kripke frame (S, val) [24], where S is a set of states, val
interprets a program as a set of traces on S and a logical formula as a subset of S . A trace tr is a finite or infinite 
sequence of states. Given a finite trace tr1 = s0s1...sn and a (possibly infinite) trace tr2 = u0u1...um..., we define tr1 · tr2 =df

s0s1...snu1u2...um... provided that sn = u0. Given any tr1, tr2, we define

tr1 ◦ tr2 =df

{
tr1 · tr2, if tr1 is finite
tr1, otherwise

.

Given two sets of traces S1, S2, S1 ◦ S2 is defined as:

S1 ◦ S2 =df {tr1 ◦ tr2 | tr1 ◦ tr2 is defined, tr1 ∈ S1, tr2 ∈ S2}.
We use tr(i) to denote the ith element of the trace tr, i ≥ 0. We use trb to denote the first element of the trace tr, trb = tr(0). 
We use tre to denote the last element of the trace tr, provided that tr is finite.

Definition 4.3 (State and evaluation in cDL). Given a set of clocks C and a set of variables Var, a state s in cDL is defined as a 
total function as follows:

(i) s maps each variable h(c) ∈ Var(C) to a value in domain N .
(ii) s maps each variable η(c) ∈ Var(C) to a value in domain {0, 1}.
(iii) s maps each variable x ∈ Var to a value in domain Z.

Given an expression e and a state s, an evaluation E vals(e) is defined as:

(1) If e = a, where a ∈ {x, h(c), η(c)}, then E vals(a) =df s(a).
(2) If e = k, then E vals(k) =df k.
(3) If e = e1�e2, where � ∈ {+, ·}, then E vals(e) =df E vals(e1)�E vals(e2).

With Definition 4.3 we can link the concept of traces in cDL and the concept of clock sequences in CCSL by defining the 
traces of a clock sequence as follows.

Definition 4.4 (Trace of a clock sequence). Given a set of clocks C , the corresponding set of traces of a clock sequence κ , 
denoted as Trκ , is defined s.t. for all clocks c ∈ C and i ∈N+ , the following conditions hold:

(i) tr(0)(η(c)) = 0 and tr(0)(h(c)) = 0;
(ii) tr(i)(η(c)) = 1 iff c ∈ κ(i);
(iii) tr(i)(h(c)) = Hκ (i, c).

Definition 4.4 indicates that there exists a connection between the clock sequences in CCSL and the traces in cDL. 
Intuitively, a clock sequence corresponds to a set of traces whose clock-related variables (of the form ‘h(c), η(c)’) exactly 
record the information reflected by the sequence at each instant. From Definition 4.4 we note that only traces with all 
variables η(c), h(c) (for any c ∈ C) being set to 0 at the beginning can capture the behaviour of clock sequences since we 
10
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s0 s1 s2

...
si

...κ(1) κ(2) κ(3) κ(i) κ(i + 1)

Fig. 8. The correspondence relation between a sequence κ and one of the traces tr ∈ Trκ .

assume Hκ (0, c) = 0 for any κ (Sect. 2.1). Thus we only focus on those traces that satisfy this condition. We call them 
‘standard traces’.

Definition 4.5 (Standard traces). Given a set of clocks C , a standard trace tr (w.r.t. C) is defined s.t. tr(0)(η(c)) = 0 and 
tr(0)(h(c)) = 0 for any c ∈ C .

Example 4.3. Fig. 8 shows a correspondence relation between a clock sequence κ and a trace tr ∈ Trκ . Let κ(1) = {c1}, κ(2) =
{c1, c2}, then s0, s1, s2 satisfy that s0(η(c1)) = s0(η(c2)) = s0(h(c1)) = s0(h(c2)) = 0, s1(η(c1)) = 1, s1(h(c1)) = Hκ (1, c1) = 1, 
s1(η(c2)) = 0, s1(h(c2)) = Hκ (1, c2) = 0, s2(η(c1)) = 1, s2(h(c1)) = Hκ (2, c1) = 2, s2(η(c2)) = 1 and s2(h(c2)) = Hκ (2, c2) =
1.

The semantics of cDL is given as the following definition.

Definition 4.6 (Semantics of cDL formulae).
Given a set of clocks C and a set of variables Var, the semantics of cDL formulae is given as a Kripke frame (S, val), 

where S is the set of all states defined in Definition 4.3, val is defined as follows:

• For CPM:
(1) val(ε) =df S .
(2) val(‡) =df ∅.
(3) val(α) =df {ss′ | s, s′ ∈ S; for any c ∈ α, s′(h(c)) = s(h(c)) + 1 ∧ s′(η(c)) = 1; for any d ∈ C − α, s′(h(d)) = s(h(d)) ∧

s′(η(d)) = 0; for any x ∈ V ar, s′(x) = s(x)}.
(4) val(g?α) =df {ss′ | s ∈ val(g), ss′ ∈ val(α)}.
(5) val(p; q) =df val(p) ◦ val(q).
(6) val(p ⊕ q) =df val(p) ∪ val(q).
(7) val(p∗) =df val(ε) ∪⋃

n≥1 val(p) ◦ ... ◦ val(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

.

(8) val(pω) =df val(p) ◦ val(p) ◦ ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
∞

.

• For cDL formula:
(i) val(tt) =df S .
(ii) val(e1 ≤ e2) =df {s | E vals(e1) ≤ E vals(e2)}.
(iii) val(〈p〉φ 	�ψ) =df

{
s | there is a tr ∈ val(p) s.t. s= trb, tr ��ψ and

tre ∈ val(φ) if tre exists

}
.

(iv) val([p]φ ��ψ) =df

{
s | for all tr ∈ val(p) s.t. s= trb, tr ��ψ or

tre exists and tre ∈ val(φ)

}
.

(v) val(¬φ) =df {s | s /∈ val(φ)}.
(vi) val(φ ∧ψ) =df val(φ) ∩ val(ψ).
(vii) val(∀x.φ) =df {s | for any v0 ∈Z, s ∈ val(φ[v0/x])}.
The trace semantics of temporal formulae �ψ , �ψ is defined as follows:
(a) tr ��ψ iff every state s in tr (s �= trb) satisfies s ∈ val(ψ).
(b) tr ��ψ iff there exists a state s in tr (s �= trb) that satisfies s ∈ val(ψ).

The semantics of each CPM corresponds to a set of traces on S . ε defines the set of all traces with length 1. ‡ defines 
the empty set. The event α defines a transition from a state s to a state s′ . Intuitively, at the current instant, if a clock c
(c ∈ α) ticks, variable h(c) is increased by 1 and variable η(c) is set to 1; if the clock c does not tick (c /∈ α), h(c) does not 
change and η(c) is set to 0. Other variables in both s and s′ are kept the same. Traces satisfying g?α are exactly those traces 
satisfying α whose beginning states satisfy g . Since the guard g is in fact a cDL formula, the definition of val(g) makes 
sense. Each trace of p; q is formed by concatenating a trace of p and a trace of q. Each trace of p ⊕ q is either a trace of p
or a trace of q. The traces of program p∗ are defined as all finite traces with length 1, or traces of the form tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trn
where n ≥ 1, tri ∈ val(p) is finite (1 ≤ i < n). The traces of pω consist of all infinite traces of the form tr1 ◦ tr2... where each 
tri ∈ val(p) is finite (i ≥ 1), or of the form tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trn where n ≥ 1, tr1, ..., trn−1 ∈ val(p) are finite, but trn ∈ val(p) is 
infinite.

The semantics of each cDL formula corresponds to a set of states in S . (iii), (iv) are similar to the corresponding def-
initions in dTL2 [15]. Note that in cDL, for any temporal formulae �ψ and �ψ , ψ is a state formula. The semantics of 
11
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Fig. 9. The semantics of 〈p〉φ 	�ψ and [p]φ ��ψ .

temporal formulae �ψ and �ψ is given in (a) and (b), where we do not require that the first state of a trace tr satisfies 
formula ψ . This stipulation helps traces better correspond to schedules because according to Definition 4.4 the 1st element 
of a schedule exactly corresponds to the 2nd element of a trace. For a state property φ, we only consider its truth for 
terminating traces. (v), (vi), (vii) directly come from the corresponding definitions in FODL [24].

Example 4.4. Fig. 9 gives a graphical illustration of the semantics of formulae 〈p〉φ 	�ψ , [p]φ ��ψ . In Fig. 9(a), a state 
satisfies formula 〈p〉φ 	 �ψ (the blue state) iff there exists a trace of p (the 2nd and 3rd trace from top) satisfying the 
temporal formula �ψ and if it terminates, the terminating state satisfies φ. In Fig. 9(b), a state satisfies formula [p]φ ��ψ

(the blue state) iff any trace of p either satisfies the temporal formula �ψ (the 2nd and 3rd trace from top), or it terminates 
and satisfies φ (the 1st trace from top).

From Fig. 9 we see that the infinite traces are only required to satisfy the temporal formula because they never terminate.
With the semantics of cDL we introduce the satisfaction relation of cDL.

Definition 4.7 (Satisfaction relation). Given a Kripke frame (S, val), for any state s ∈ S and a cDL formula φ, the satisfaction 
relation s |=cdl φ is defined as:

s |=cdl φ iff s ∈ val(φ).

If for all state s ∈ S , s |=cdl φ, then we call φ is ‘valid’, denoted by |=cdl φ.

CPM is in fact an ω-regular expression of an ω-regular language [26] based on clock events and guarded clock events 
as words. This observation is important for the encoding from cLTS into CPM introduced in Sect. 6.1. We first define the 
concept of ‘string’, as the basic element of the ω-regular language. Then we show how CPM denotes the ω-regular language 
by defining a semantics of CPM based on strings.

Definition 4.8 (String). A string is a finite or infinite sequence ρ = a1a2...an... where ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a clock event of the 
form α or g?α, called a ‘word’. The concatenation between strings is defined as follows:

ρ1ρ2 =df

{
ρ1, if ρ1 is infinite
ρ1 	 ρ2, if ρ1 is finite

,

where for any finite string x1 = a1...an and string x2 = b1...bm..., x1 	 x2 =df a1...anb1...bm....

We use ρω to represent an infinite string that infinitely repeats string ρ , i.e., ρω =df ρρ...︸︷︷︸
∞

.

Let λ be the empty string that satisfies for any ρ , it holds that ρλ = λρ = ρ .
We define 4 operators on sets of strings:

(1) Concatenation: L1L2 =df {ρ1ρ2 | ρ1 ∈ L1, ρ2 ∈ L2}.
(2) Union: L1 ∪ L2 =df {ρ | ρ ∈ L1 or ρ ∈ L2}.
(3) Star Operator: L∗ =df ∪n≥0Ln , where Ln =df LL...L︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

.

(4) Omega Operator: Lω =df LL...L...︸ ︷︷ ︸
∞

.

From the definition of string in Definition 4.8, we can observe that clock sequence is in fact a special type of strings 
where there is no guard in each clock event.
12
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Definition 4.9 (CPM as an ω-regular expression).
CPM is an ω-regular expression, it denotes an ω-regular language in the sense of the semantics given as follows. For any 

CPM p, the set of strings of p, denoted by Str(p) is defined as:

(i) Str(a) =df {a}, Str(ε) =df {λ}, Str(‡) =df ∅, where a is of the form α or g?α.
(ii) Str(q; r) =df Str(q)Str(r).
(iii) Str(q ⊕ r) =df Str(q) ∪ Str(r).
(iv) Str(q∗) =df Str(q)∗ .
(v) Str(qω) =df Str(q)ω .

We use Str to denote the language denoted by CPM in the sense of the semantics given above.
We use symbol ≡ to denote the equivalence between CPMs on strings, i.e., for any CPMs p, q, p ≡ q iff Str(p) = Str(q).

Intuitively, a string captures one deterministic behaviour of CPM and it can be seen as a sequential program of CPM. We 
show this by defining the semantics of strings in Kripke frame as the following definition.

Definition 4.10 (Semantics of strings). Given a set of clocks C and a set of variables Var, the semantics of a string ρ =
a1a2...an... is given as a Kripke frame (S, val), where S is the set of all states defined in Definition 4.3, val(ρ) is defined as:

val(ρ)=df val(a1) ◦ val(a2) ◦ ... ◦ val(an) ◦ ....

For a set of strings A, we define

val(A)=df

⋃
ρ∈A

val(ρ).

Since a string captures one behaviour of CPM, the set of strings of a CPM should capture all of its behaviours. Therefore, 
there exists a correspondence relation between the string semantics and the trace semantics of CPM, stated as the following 
proposition.

Proposition 4.1 (Relation between string semantics and trace semantics). Given a CPM p, we have

val(p)= val(Str(p)).

Proof. The proposition can be proved by induction on the structure of p. The base case is trivial, for example, we have 
val(Str(a)) = val({a}) = val(a) where a is of the form α or g?α.

For the induction step, we only give q ⊕r for example, other cases are similar. By Definition 4.9, we have val(Str(q ⊕r)) =
val(Str(q) ∪ Str(r)) = val(Str(q)) ∪ val(Str(r)). By induction hypothesis, we have val(Str(q)) = val(q) and val(Str(r)) = val(r). 
Therefore we have val(Str(q ⊕ r)) = val(q) ∪ val(r) = val(q ⊕ r). �

Proposition 4.1 says that the traces of a CPM are actually the traces of all strings of a CPM, which means that the set of 
strings of a CPM actually captures all of its behaviours.

With Definition 4.10, we can have a better understanding of the relation between clock sequence κ and traces of CPM.

Proposition 4.2. Given a clock sequence κ , Trκ (defined in Definition 4.4) is exactly the set of all standard traces in val(κ).

Proposition 4.2 is direct according to Definitions 4.4, 4.5 and 4.10. Here we omit its proof. Proposition 4.2 will play a 
crucial rule in the proof of Proposition 6.4 in Sect. 6.1.

5. Proof calculus of cDL

In this section, we propose a proof system for cDL, which is the logical framework for analyzing the schedule problem 
of CCSL specifications. We first briefly introduce the background about sequent and sequent calculus in Sect. 5.1. Then we 
introduce the proof rules in Sect. 5.2, and discuss the soundness, completeness and decidability of cDL in Sect. 5.3.

5.1. Sequent calculus

Sequent Calculus & Rule In this paper we use Gentzen’s sequent [27] as the logical argumentation for the proof calculus 
of cDL. A sequent has the form:
13
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(a) Rules for special primitives in cDL

�[V ′/V ],

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(h(c1), ...,h(cn))= (x1 + 1, ..., xn + 1),

(η(c1), ..., η(cn))= (1, ...,1),

(η(d1), ..., η(dm))= (0, ...,0)

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭⇒ φ ∧ψ,[V ′/V ]

�⇒〈α〉φ 	�ψ,
(α)

φ

〈ε〉φ 	�ψ
(〈ε〉	)

g ∧ 〈α〉φ 	�ψ

〈g?α〉φ 	�ψ
(g?)

ff

〈‡〉φ 	�ψ
(〈‡〉	) ζ1 : �⇒ Inv, ζ2 : · ⇒ Inv→〈p〉Inv 	�ψ

ζ : �⇒〈pω〉φ 	�ψ,
(〈ω〉	)

�⇒∃x.Inv(x), · ⇒ ∀x > 0.(Inv(x)→[p]Inv(x− 1) ��ψ) · ⇒ (∃x≤ 0.Inv(x))→[p]�ψ

�⇒ [pω]φ ��ψ,
([ω]�)

(b) Rules mainly inherited from FODL and dTL2

(〈p〉φ 	�ψ)∨ (〈q〉φ 	�ψ)

〈p⊕ q〉φ 	�ψ
(⊕)

〈p〉(〈q〉(φ 	�ψ) 	�ψ)

〈p;q〉φ 	�ψ
(〈;〉	)

φ ∨ 〈p; p∗〉(φ 	�ψ)

〈p∗〉(φ 	�ψ)
(〈∗n〉) �⇒ Inv, · ⇒ Inv→[p]Inv ��ψ · ⇒ Inv→ φ

�⇒ [p∗]φ ��ψ,
([∗]�)

ζ1 : �⇒∃x.Inv(x), ζ2 : · ⇒ ∀x > 0.(Inv(x)→〈p〉Inv(x− 1) 	�ψ) ζ3 : · ⇒ (∃x≤ 0.Inv(x))→ φ

ζ : �⇒〈p∗〉φ 	�ψ,
(〈∗〉	)

(c) Rules of FOL
|=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ→∨

ψ∈ ψ

�⇒
(o)

�,φ⇒ φ,
(ax)

�⇒ φ, �,φ⇒

�⇒
(cut)

�,¬φ⇒

�⇒ φ,
(¬r)

�⇒¬φ,

�,φ⇒
(¬l)

�⇒ φ, �⇒ψ,

�⇒ φ ∧ψ,
(∧r)

�,φ⇒

�,φ ∧ψ⇒
(∧l1)

�,ψ⇒

�,φ ∧ψ⇒
(∧l2)

�⇒ φ[x′/x],
�⇒∀x.φ,

(∀r)
�,φ[e/x] ⇒

�,∀x.φ⇒
(∀l) �⇒ φ,

�⇒ φ ∨ψ,
(∨r1)

�⇒ψ,

�⇒ φ ∨ψ,
(∨r2)

�,φ⇒ �,ψ⇒

�,φ ∨ψ⇒
(∨l)

�,φ⇒ψ,

�⇒ φ→ψ,
(→r)

�⇒ φ, �,ψ⇒

�,φ→ψ⇒
(→l)

�⇒ φ[e/x],
�⇒∃xφ,

(∃r) �,φ[x′/x] ⇒

�,∃xφ⇒
(∃l)

Fig. 10. Proof Calculus of cDL.

�⇒=df

∧
φ∈�

φ→
∨
ψ∈

ψ,

where �,  are two finite multi-sets of logical formulae. A sequent � ⇒ means that ‘if every formula holds in �, one can 
conclude that some formula holds in ’. When � or  is empty, we use · to denote it.

A rule in sequent calculus is of the form:

�1⇒1 ... �n⇒n

�⇒

It means that if �1 ⇒ 1, ..., �n ⇒ n are all valid, so is � ⇒ . Each sequent �i ⇒ i in the upper part is called a 
‘premise’, while the sequent � ⇒ in the lower part is called ‘conclusion’. We use

�′ ⇒′
�⇒

to represent a pair of sequent rules: �
′ ⇒′

�⇒
and 

�⇒

�′ ⇒′ , i.e., � ⇒ is valid iff �′ ⇒′ is valid. Sometimes we write 

ψ

φ
if for all �, , 

�⇒ψ,

�⇒ φ,
holds. It is easy to prove that 

ψ

φ
just means ‘ψ implies φ’. We call �,  the ‘context’ of the 

formula φ in sequent � ⇒ φ,  or �, φ⇒.
Node & Proof Tree The derivation of a sequent forms a ‘proof tree’. Each sequent in the proof tree is a node, denoted by 

ζ = 〈ν, τ 〉, where ζ is the node name, ν is a vector of its child nodes, τ is a rule name. In a proof tree,

a node ζ = 〈(ζ1, ..., ζn), ‘(r)’〉 is defined iff there is a derivation
ζ1 : �1⇒1 ... ζn : �n⇒n

ζ : �⇒
(r),

where (r) is the name of the rule, ζ1, ..., ζn are the child nodes of ζ in sequence from left to right. In a proof tree, we call a 
node ζ a ‘successor’ of a node ζ ′ iff there exist n nodes (n > 0) ζ1, ..., ζn s.t. ζ is a child node of ζ1, ζ1 is a child node of ζ2, 
..., ζn is a child node of ζ ′ . We call node 〈ν, τ 〉 a ‘leaf node’ if ν = ∅. If a leaf node is obtained from a termination rule (rule 
(o), (ax) introduced below in Fig. 10(c)), we also call it a ‘valid node’, denoted as 

√
. We call a proof tree ‘a valid proof tree’ 

if all its leaf nodes are valid.
Single-target Sequent/Proof Tree Since the proof system we give in this paper is mainly for decomposing one dynamic 

formula for a CCSL schedule problem, we restrict ourselves to consider a special type of sequents where there is at most one 
dynamic formula. We call them ‘single-target sequents’. We call a proof tree in which all nodes are single-target sequents 
a ‘single-target proof tree’. Considering this type of sequents and proof trees is enough and does not reduce the ability of 
sequents for proving all cDL formulae due to the following reasons:
14
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(i) If there exists more than one dynamic formula in a cDL formula φ to be proved, since dynamic formulae are atomic 
formulae in cDL, we can always translate it into a conjunctive/disjunctive normal form like φ = φ1 ∧ ... ∧ φn or φ =
φ1 ∨ ... ∨ φn , where each φi contains only one dynamic formula. Then we can prove φi one by one through n single-
target sequents: · ⇒ φ1, ..., · ⇒ φn .

(ii) As we will see in Sect. 5.2, every proof tree which starts at a single-target sequent can only have one dynamic formula 
at all of its nodes because no extra dynamic formulae can be generated by any rules in the proof system of cDL (Fig. 10).

Unless specially mentioned, all sequents and proof trees discussed in this paper are single-targeted.

5.2. Proof rules

Our main contribution in the proof system of cDL is proposing the rules for special primitives: α, g?α, ε, pω in cDL. 
They are listed in Fig. 10(a). Other rules in cDL are either directly inherited or can be derived from the proof system of 
FODL [24], dTL2 [15] and FOL, which are listed in Fig. 10(b) and (c).

In Fig. 10(a), rule (α) says that under any context �, , proving that some trace of α satisfies φ 	�ψ is equivalent to 
proving that φ∧ψ holds after the execution of α. Variables in V are updated with new values according to α, while their old 
values are stored in V ′ . α = {c1, ..., cn}, C −α = {d1, ..., dm}. V = (h(c1), ..., h(cn), η(c1), ..., η(cn), η(d1), ..., η(dm)) is a set of 
variables whose values change as the execution of α. V ′ = (x1, ..., xn, y1, ..., yn, z1, ..., zm) is a set of new variables (w.r.t. �, 
〈α〉φ 	�ψ , ) corresponding to V . �[V ′/V ] represents the context obtained by doing the substitution φ[V ′/V ] for each 
formula φ in �, where φ[V ′/V ] is the shorthand of φ[x1/h(c1)]...[xn/h(cn)][y1/η(c1)]...[yn/η(cn)][z1/η(d1)]...[zm/η(dm)]
replacing variables h(c1)...h(cn), η(c1)...η(cn), η(d1)...η(dm) with variables x1, ..., xn , y1, ..., yn , z1, ..., zm respectively. The 
vector equation (x1, ..., xn) = (e1, ..., en) is a shorthand for equations x1 = e1, ..., xn = en .

Example 5.1. Consider a sequent h(c1) = 0, η(c1) = 0, h(c2) = 0, η(c2) = 0 ⇒ 〈c1〉�h(c1) ≥ h(c2), by applying rule (α), we 
obtain the derivation:

x1 = 0, y1 = 0,

h(c2)= 0, z1 = 0,

{
h(c1)= x1 + 1, η(c1)= 1,

η(c2)= 0

}
⇒ h(c1)≥ h(c2)

h(c1)= 0, η(c1)= 0,h(c2)= 0, η(c2)= 0⇒〈c1〉�h(c1)≥ h(c2)
(α)

,

where x1, y1, z1 are the corresponding new variables of h(c1), η(c1), η(c2) respectively. They keep the old values of the 
variables h(c1), η(c1), η(c2) respectively, while the variables h(c1), η(c1), h(c2), η(c2) keep the current values in the premise 
after the execution of the program c1. In the derivation above, h(c2) is kept unchanged.

Rule (〈ε〉	) holds because we stipulate that the first element of any trace is unrelated to the temporal formula �ψ in 
the definition of tr � �ψ (Definition 4.6). Rule (g?) moves the guard g out of the dynamic part ‘g?α’ as a static formula 
g . Rule (〈‡〉	) says formula 〈‡〉φ 	�ψ is a contradiction, because the program ‡ will halt and never produce any execution 
trace. In rules (〈ω〉	) and ([ω]�), the state property φ is irrelevant since an infinite loop program never terminates. Rule 
(〈ω〉	) says that the conclusion holds if we can find an invariant Inv s.t.: (1) Inv holds under the current context �, ; (2) 
under any context, if Inv holds, then there exists a trace of p satisfying �ψ and after p terminates, Inv holds. Rule ([ω]�)
is similar to (〈ω〉	), where x indicates the number of repetitions of p before every trace of p satisfying �ψ .

Example 5.2. Fig. 11 gives a graphical illustration of rules (〈ω〉	), ([ω]�). The snake arrow indicates a trace. Fig. 11(a) shows 
that to prove a state (the blue one) satisfies formula 〈pω〉φ 	�ψ , we firstly show that this state satisfies the invariant Inv, 
then show that for any state (s1, s2, ..., si, ...), if it satisfies Inv, then there exists a trace (the red one) satisfying �ψ and if 
it terminates, the terminating state satisfies Inv. If the trace does not terminate, then we have already obtained an infinite 
trace that satisfies �ψ . Intuitively, the invariant Inv makes sure that we can always find a segment of trace of p that satisfies �ψ , by ‘concatenating’ all these segments, we obtain a trace of pω .

Fig. 11(b) shows that to prove the blue state satisfies formula [pω]φ ��ψ , firstly we show this state satisfies ∃x.Inv(x), 
then show that for any state (s0,...,si , si+1, ..., s j , s j+1,...), if it satisfies Inv(k) for some k > 0, then for all traces starting from 
this state, they either satisfy �ψ (the red traces), or terminate and satisfy Inv(k − 1). The decrease of number k guarantees 
that there always exists a state (s j ) from which all traces satisfy �ψ .

In Fig. 10(b), rule (⊕) expresses that some trace of p ⊕ q satisfies φ 	�ψ iff some trace of p or some trace of q satisfies 
φ 	�ψ . Rule (〈; 〉	) means that some trace of p; q satisfies φ 	�ψ iff some trace of p satisfies �ψ , and if it terminates, 
there is some following trace of q satisfies φ 	�ψ . Rule (〈∗n〉) unwinds the loop program into a sequential one. It is based 
on the equation p∗ ≡ ε⊕ (p; p∗), which means that the traces formed by executing p for n ≥ 0 times (val(p∗)) comprise of
the traces formed by executing p for 0 time (val(ε)) and the traces formed by executing p for n > 0 times (val(p; p∗)). Rules 
([∗]�) and (〈∗〉	) proceed the proof by eliminating the loop operator ∗, they are similar to rules (〈ω〉	), ([ω]�) respectively. 
But since all traces of p∗ are finite and will terminate, in rules ([∗]�), (〈∗〉	), the terminating conditions (‘· ⇒ Inv→ φ’ and 
15
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s0

Inv
〈pω〉φ 	�ψ

s1

Inv

s2

Inv

...
si

Inv

si+1

Inv

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

p p p p p p

�ψ �ψ �ψ

all traces of pω

(a)

s0

∃x.Inv(x)
[pω]φ ��ψ ...

Inv(k)

si

Inv(k− 1)

si+1
...

Inv(0)

s j s j+1
...

...

...

...

...

...
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...

...

...

...
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...

...

p p

�ψ

p

�ψ

�ψ

all traces of pω

�ψ �ψ

(b)

Fig. 11. An illustration of Rule (〈ω〉	), ([ω]�).

‘· ⇒ (∃x ≤ 0.Inv(x)) → φ’) for φ are considered. Rule ([∗]�) says that to prove all traces of p∗ either satisfy �ψ or terminate 
and satisfy φ, we introduce an invariant Inv and prove (1) Inv holds under the current contexts �, ; (2) under any context, 
if Inv holds, then all traces of p either satisfy �ψ , or terminate and satisfy Inv; (3) under any context, if Inv holds, then φ
holds. The explanation of rule (〈∗〉	) is similar to ([∗]�), where the decrease of the number x in the invariant makes sure 
that a finite trace of p∗ can be found whose terminating state satisfies φ.

In Fig. 10(c), rule (o) is an oracle rule indicating the termination of the proof, where all formulae in �,  must be QF-FOL 
formulae. Rule (o) means that to prove the validity of the conclusion, we check the validity of the QF-FOL logical formula in 
the premise. As indicated in Sect. 1, this process can be handled through an SMT-solving procedure, which is independent 
from the proof calculus of cDL. (ax) is another termination rule. Other FOL rules are classic and here we omit the details 
of them. For convenience in the derivation of Sect. 6.4, we also list the FOL rules for connectors ∨, → and quantifier ∃. 
However, they are not necessary in the proof system and can be derived from other FOL rules.

With the proof calculus of cDL we introduce the derivation of cDL.

Definition 5.1 (Derivation of cDL). For any cDL formula φ and a multi-set � of cDL formulae, we say φ is derivable from �, 
denoted by � "cdl φ, iff the sequent � ⇒ φ can be derived to form a valid proof tree according to the rules in Fig. 10. If 
� = ∅, we also write "cdl φ.

5.3. Soundness, completeness and decidability of cDL

cDL is sound, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Soundness of cDL). Given a Kripke framework (S, val), for any cDL formula φ ,

if "cdl φ, then |=cdl φ.

To prove Theorem 5.1 equals to prove the soundness of each rule in Fig. 10. The soundness of the rules in Fig. 10(b), 
(c) is directly from the proof calculus of FODL [24] and dTL2 [15]. The soundness of the rules in Fig. 10(a) can be proved 
directly according to the semantics of cDL. The only non-trivial cases are rule (α), rule (〈ω〉	) and rule ([ω]�), whose proofs 
are given in Appendix B.

Generally, like FODL, cDL is not complete due to Gödel’s incompleteness theorem [28]. A sub-logic of cDL whose formulae 
are defined by using all terms and operators in cDL but the operator ω is relatively complete to arithmetic FOL due to the 
relative completeness of dTL2 [15]. However, it still remains open whether cDL is relatively complete to arithmetic FOL. The 
main reason is that for rules (〈ω〉	) and ([ω]�), it is still not clear that for each CPM p, whether there exists an invariant 
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Inv s.t. falsehood of the premise implies falsehood of the conclusion, which is the key for proving the relative completeness 
of cDL.

FODL and dTL2 are generally undecidable, because the process of generating the loop invariant for an arbitrary program 
model whose domain includes Presburger arithmetic theory is generally undecidable [29]. However, we observe that CPM 
only contains very simple arithmetic expressions (clock event α) and conditions (clock guard g). It is still not clear for us 
whether the invariant in cDL is generally decidable or not.

6. Schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications in cDL

In this section we discuss how to analyze the schedule problem of CCSL specifications in the cDL calculus built in 
previous sections. We first need to encode the schedule problem as a cDL formula, then prove the formula and analyze 
the proof tree generated through this verification process. As indicated in Fig. 1, the encoding of the schedule problem of a 
given CCSL specification SP = 〈C̃df , R̃el〉 can be accomplished in two steps:

1. Encoding the CCSL specification as ingredients of cDL, which includes two steps:
(i) Modelling the dynamic behaviour of all clocks C(SP) as a CPM psp . This can be done by encoding the synchronous 

product of the cLTSs of all clock definitions in C̃df and the cLTSs of all free clocks in F(SP);
(ii) Encoding all static clock relations in R̃el as a temporal formula �ψsp .

2. Encoding the schedule problem into a cDL formula.

Sect. 6.1, Sect. 6.2 deal with the encoding in step 1.(i) and step 1.(ii) respectively. Sect. 6.3 deals with step 2. In Sect. 6.4, 
we solve the schedule problem by analyzing its corresponding cDL formula.

6.1. Encoding the behaviour of clocks into cDL

The encoding from cLTS into CPM turns out to be a standard process of encoding Büchi automata into ω-regular lan-
guages [26]. From Definition 4.9 in Sect. 4 we see that a CPM is an ω-regular expression that denotes an ω-regular language 
of Str. cLTS can be taken as a special type of Büchi automata that accept clock events or guarded clock events as words 
and where all states are accepting states. The language accepted by this type of Büchi automata is exactly a subset of the 
language Str. Next we first show how cLTSs can be taken as Büchi automata that accept the language Str, then based on 
this we propose an algorithm (Algorithm 1) for encoding cLTS into CPM.

cLTSs taken as Büchi automata accept a subset of the language Str, stated as the following proposition.

Proposition 6.1 (cLTSs as Büchi automata). Given a cLTS A = 〈L, T , l0, C〉, we can take it as a Büchi automaton whose locations (i.e. L) 
are all accepting locations. And for each transition (l, g?α, l′) ∈ T in the Büchi automaton A, g?α is taken as a word rather than a 
guarded event in the cLTS A. In this Büchi automaton, a string ρ = a1a2...an... is accepted by A iff there exists a path l0

a1−→ l1
a2−→

... an−→ ln... in A. We denote the set of strings accepted by A as Str(A).
According to the theory of Büchi automata, the language accepted by A is an ω-regular language, i.e., Str(A) ∈ Str.

Proposition 6.1 is direct from the theory of Büchi automata, we omit the proof of it.
According to Definition 4.9 and Proposition 6.1, we propose the encoding from cLTS into CPM in Algorithm 1. Procedure 

cLTS_2_CPM takes a cLTS A as input and returns the corresponding CPM p as output. It directly follows the process of 
encoding a Büchi automaton into an ω-regular language. In cLTS_2_CPM, given a cLTS A = 〈L, T , l0, C〉, we use Al,l′ to 
represent A as a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) with l the initial location and l′ the single accepting location, 
denoted as Al,l′ = 〈L, T , l, C, l′〉. Note that Al,l′ and A share the same form, but differ in the accepting states and the types 
of accepting traces. Procedure NFA_2_CPM is called in procedure cLTS_2_CPM, it encodes A, as an NFA Al,l′ , into a CPM. 
Procedure NFA_2_CPM directly follows Brzozowski’s method [30] for encoding an NFA into a regular language, whose main 
idea is to encode an NFA as a set of equations on regular expressions, then solve it by using Arden’s rule [31]. A finite 
automaton Al,l′ with n locations can be encoded into exactly n equations following the principle explained in Algorithm 1, 
where each equation (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) describes the transition relations between a location li to other locations (including 
itself). Using Arden’s rule (explained in Proposition 6.2), we can solve the variables li one by one and finally obtain l1 — the 
corresponding CPM of Al,l′ .

Proposition 6.2 (Arden’s rule in CPM). In the regular part of CPM that excludes the infinite loop program of the form pω, given any 
CPMs p, q (where q �≡ ε), X ≡ q∗; p is the unique solution of the equation X ≡ p ⊕ q; X.

Proposition 6.2 is straightforward since from Definition 4.9 we know that the regular part of CPM is exactly a regular 
expression.

From Algorithm 1 we observe that each CPM encoded from a cLTS is an infinite program, as stated in the following 
proposition.
17
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Algorithm 1 Encoding cLTS into CPM.
1: procedure cLTS_2_CPM(A = 〈L, T , l0, C〉)
2: for each l ∈ L do /*compute the CPM for all NFAs Al0,l and Al,l*/
3: pl0,l := NFA_2_CPM(Al0,l)

4: pl,l := NFA_2_CPM(Al,l)

5: p := ⊕l∈L(pl0,l; pω
l,l) /*compute the CPM of A*/

6: return p

7: procedure NFA_2_CPM(Al,l′ = 〈L, T , l, C, l′〉) /* |L| = n */
8: Build a set of equations according to Al,l′ :

l1 ≡ b1 ⊕ p11; l1 ⊕ p12; l2 ⊕ ...⊕ p1n; ln (1)

l2 ≡ b2 ⊕ p21; l1 ⊕ p22; l2 ⊕ ...⊕ p2n; ln (2)

...

ln ≡ bn ⊕ pn1; l1 ⊕ pn2; l2 ⊕ ...⊕ pnn; ln (n)

where l1, ..., ln are variables, l1 = l is the initial location of Al,l′ . pij (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) is of the form a1 ⊕ ... ⊕ ao , with ak (1 ≤ k ≤ o) in the form of α or 
g?α. In any equation (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ n),

(i) term ‘pij; l j ’ (1 ≤ j ≤ n) appears on the right side of (i) iff there exists a compositional transition [li, pij , l j ] in Al,l′ ;
(ii) bi = ε if li = l′;
(iii) bi = ‡ if li �= l′ .

9: for each k, k = n, n − 1, ..., 2, 1 do
10: transform equation (k) into the form lk ≡ p ⊕ q; lk .
11: By Proposition 6.2, obtain lk ≡ q∗; p from lk ≡ p ⊕ q; lk .
12: substitute lk on the right of other equations (k − 1), ..., (1) with q∗; p.

13: return l1.

Proposition 6.3. Given a cLTS A = 〈L, T , l0, C〉, let p = cLTS_2_CPM(A), then p is an infinite program, i.e., val(p) �= ∅ and all traces 
of val(p) are infinite traces.

Proof. According to Algorithm 1, p has the form: ⊕l∈L(pl0,l; pω
l,l). Therefore the only possibilities that makes p not an infinite 

program are 1) p = ‡; 2) pω
l,l ≡ ε for some l ∈ L. However, both conditions 1) and 2) are impossible because according to the 

definition of cLTS (in Sect. 2.3), all locations of cLTS are accepting and for any l ∈ L, (l, ∅, l) is a transition of A. So p must 
be an infinite program. �
Example 6.1. The cLTS of the specification SP1 (see Sect. 3): Asp1 (Fig. 4(d) in Sect. 2.3), is the synchronous product of the 
cLTSs of u1 � v1 $ 5 (Fig. 4(a)) and free clocks v1, v3 (Fig. 4(b1), (b2)). By Algorithm 1, we can get psp1 = pω

l4,l4
⊕ pl4,l5 ; pω

l5,l5
, 

where

pl4,l4 = NFA_2_CPM(Asp1,l4,l4)= p∗2,
pl4,l5 = NFA_2_CPM(Asp1,l4,l5)= p∗2; p3; p∗4,
pl5,l5 = NFA_2_CPM(Asp1,l5,l5)= p∗4,

p2, p3, p4 are shown in the lower part of Fig. 4. Thus we have

psp1 = (p∗2)ω ⊕ p∗2; p3; p∗4; (p∗4)ω ≡ pω
2 ⊕ p∗2; p3; pω

4 .

In particular, we give the process of solving the equations in procedure NFA_2_CPM(Asp1,l4,l4 ). The set of equations of 
Asp1,l4,l4 is built as follows:

l4 ≡ ε⊕ p2; l4 ⊕ p3; l5 (1)

l5 ≡ ‡⊕ p4; l5 (2)

In (2) by Proposition 6.2 we obtain l5 ≡ p∗4; ‡. Substituting l5 in (1) and by Proposition 6.2 we obtain

l4 ≡ p∗2; (ε⊕ p3; p∗4; ‡)≡ p∗2;ε ≡ p∗2.

According to Algorithm 1 we can conclude a natural correspondence between the semantics of a cLTS and its corre-
sponding CPM.

Proposition 6.4 (Relation between cLTS and CPM). Let A be a cLTS and pA be its corresponding CPM obtained from Algorithm 1, then

{tr | there is a σ ∈ Sch(A) s.t. tr ∈ Trσ }
is the set of all standard traces accepted by pA.
18
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Proposition 6.4 says that the infinite behaviour of a cLTS exactly corresponds to the behaviour of its corresponding CPM 
obtained from Algorithm 1 in the sense of Definition 4.4. So if we can find a standard trace of a CPM, we then find a 
schedule of its corresponding cLTS.

The proof of Proposition 6.4 is given in Appendix A

6.2. Encoding clock relations into cDL

Unlike the behaviour of clocks, clock relations can be treated as static properties. As declared in the following proposition, 
they can be captured as a temporal formula in cDL.

Proposition 6.5 (Encoding clock relations as temporal formulae). Given a set of clock relations R̃el, we can build a temporal formula 
as: ψR̃el ::=� 

∧
h̄(Rel) s.t. σ �ccsl R̃el iff tr � ψR̃el for any σ and any tr ∈ Trσ . h̄(Rel) is defined as:

Rel h̄(Rel) Rel h̄(Rel)

c1 � c2 h(c1)≥ h(c2) c1 ≺ c2 h(c1) > h(c2)∨ (h(c1)= h(c2)∧ η(c1)= 0)

c1 ⊆ c2 η(c1)= 1→ η(c2)= 1 c1 # c2 η(c1)= 0∨ η(c2)= 0

Proposition 6.5 can be directly proved by Definition 4.4, Definition 4.6 and the semantics of CCSL relations (Fig. 3). Here 
we omit its proof. Intuitively, for each clock relation Rel ∈ R̃el, h̄(Rel) exactly corresponds to the condition in the definition 
of Rel shown in Fig. 3, that the schedule must satisfy at each instant in order to satisfy Rel.

Example 6.2. In the clock relations {v1 ≺ v3, v3 � u1} of SP1, h̄(v1 ≺ v3) corresponds to the condition in the definition 
of v1 ≺ v3 that must be held at any instant i ∈ N+ by any schedule σ satisfying v1 ≺ v3, i.e., ‘Hσ (i, c1) > Hσ (i, c2) ∨
(Hσ (i, c1) = Hσ (i, c2) ∧ c1 /∈ σ(i))’ (see Fig. 3).

The clock relations {v1 ≺ v3, v3 � u1} of SP1 can be expressed as

�ψsp1 = �(h̄(v1 ≺ v3)∧ h̄(v3 � u1))

= �((h(v1) > h(v3)∨ (h(v1)= h(v3)∧ η(v3)= 0))∧ h(v3)≥ h(u1)).

6.3. Encoding the schedule problem into cDL

In Sects. 6.1, 6.2, we have encoded the behaviour of all clocks and all clock relations of a specification as ingredients of 
cDL, the following proposition states that the schedule problem stated in Sect. 2 can be solved by proving a cDL formula.

Theorem 6.1 (Schedule problem in cDL). Given a CCSL specification SP = 〈C̃df , R̃el〉, the schedule problem of SP (stated in Sect. 2) 
holds iff cDL formula

φSP = I→〈psp〉(tt 	�(ψsp ∧ψ∅))
is valid, where psp , ψsp are obtained from SP through Proposition 6.4 and Proposition 6.5, I =∧

c∈C(SP)(h(c) = 0 ∧ η(c) = 0), ψ∅ =∨
c∈C(SP) η(c) = 1.

I represents the initial environment of clock-related variables. We set all clock-related variables to 0, indicating at the 
beginning no clock ticks. This corresponds to Hσ (0, c) = 0 for any schedule σ and clock c. Since all traces of psp are infinite, 
the state property is set to tt. The formula ψ∅ means ‘at least one clock ticks at any instant’, which is used to avoid the 
schedules that contains ∅ at any instant (as explained in Sect. 2).

Proof of Proposition 6.1. Assuming that I holds initially, there exists an (infinite) trace tr of psp satisfying ‘tt	�(ψsp∧ψ∅)’, 
iff tr satisfies �(ψsp ∧ ψ∅), iff tr satisfies �ψsp and in tr each state contains at least one variable η(c) satisfying η(c) = 1. 
According to Propositions 6.4, 6.5, there exists a schedule σ of the corresponding cLTS of SP that satisfies tr ∈ Trσ and 
σ �ccsl R̃el. By Proposition 2.1, we know σ �ccsl C̃df , hence σ �ccsl SP. �
Example 6.3. We consider the schedule problem of SP1. According to Theorem 6.1, it can be expressed as a cDL formula:

φsp1 = Isp1→〈psp1〉tt 	�(ψsp1 ∧ψ∅),
where Isp1 =∧

c∈{v1,v3,u1} h(c) = 0 ∧ η(c) = 0, ψ∅ =∨
c∈{v1,v3,u1} η(c) = 1. psp1 , ψsp1 were given in Examples 6.1, 6.2 respec-

tively.
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Algorithm 2 Generating a schedule from proof tree.
1: procedure Gen_Sch(ζ0 = 〈ν0, τ0〉, κ0) /* ζ0 is a valid proof tree */
2: � := {ζ0} /*nodes remaining to be analyzed*/
3: κ := κ0 /*initialize κ*/
4: while � �= ∅ do
5: take a ζ = 〈ν, τ 〉 in � and remove it from �
6: if ν = ∅ then continue /*a leaf node*/

7: if τ =‘(α)’ then
8: put all nodes of ν in �
9: α := T (ζ ) /*α is the ‘target event’ of rule (α)*/

10: κ := κα
11: continue
12: else if τ =‘(〈∗〉	)’ then /*set ν = (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3)*/
13: put ζ3 in �
14: κ ′ := Gen_Sch(ζ2, λ)

15: κ := κ(κ ′)k /*k is a witness of ‘∃x.Inv(x)’ in ζ1*/
16: continue
17: else if τ =‘(〈ω〉	)’ then /*set ν = (ζ1, ζ2)*/
18: κ ′ := Gen_Sch(ζ2, λ)

19: κ := κ(κ ′)ω
20: continue
21: else /*where τ can be other cases, they do not contribute to the body of the schedule*/
22: put all nodes of ν in �
23: continue
24: return κ

6.4. Solving the schedule problem

In Theorem 6.1, if φSP is valid, the derivation of φSP actually provides a hint of what the schedules of SP may look 
like. Essentially, the valid proof tree of φSP itself can be seen as a special ‘transition system’ that captures the behaviour 
of all schedules of SP. By analyzing this proof tree, one can generate a possible schedule of SP expressed in the form of 
κ1κ

ω
2 .
The generation procedure is described as Algorithm 2, where procedure Gen_Sch takes a valid proof tree ζ0 and a 

clock sequence κ0 as inputs, and outputs a sequence κ . In Algorithm 2 we use ‘:=’ to mean the assignment and ‘=’ 
to represent the logical equality. Starting from the root node ζ0, procedure Gen_Sch traverses each node of the tree 
and consecutively updates the sequence κ according to the rule at each node. Only 3 rules cause the change of the 
sequence κ : (α), (〈∗〉	) and (〈ω〉	). In the analysis we only consider formulae of the forms defined in Definition 4.2
so we do not need to consider rules ([ω]�), ([∗]�). At line 10, sequence κ is appended with an event α if rule (α)

is applied at the current node. T (ζ ) returns the target event of rule (α) (if rule (α) is applied to this node). E.g., for 
node 6 of the proof tree 1 in Fig. 12, we have T (6) = {v1}. At line 15, the sequence κ is appended with a sequence 
(κ ′)k , where κ ′ is computed by another invocation of procedure Gen_Sch. k is a value manually found to make the for-
mula ∃x.Inv(x) valid. The nodes ζ1, ζ2, ζ3 correspond to the child nodes of rule (〈∗〉	) respectively (see rule (〈∗〉	) in 
Fig. 10(b)). At line 19, sequence κ is appended with an infinite sequence (κ ′)ω , where κ ′ is computed by another invoca-
tion of procedure Gen_Sch. The nodes ζ1, ζ2 correspond to the child nodes of rule (〈ω〉	) respectively (see rule (〈ω〉	) in 
Fig. 10(a)).

Theorem 6.2 (Schedule generation in cDL). Given a CCSL specification SP = 〈C̃df , R̃el〉 and the cDL formula φSP = I → 〈psp〉(tt 	�(ψsp ∧ ψ∅)) of the schedule problem of SP, assume φSP is valid and generates a proof tree ζ0, let σ0 be the schedule generated by 
procedure Gen_Sch(ζ0, ∅) given in Algorithm 2, then

σ0 is a schedule of SP.

The proof of Theorem 6.2 is given in Appendix A.

Example 6.4. Fig. 12 shows the derivation of the formula φsp1 in Example 6.3. In order to save space, we use a derivation 

with multiple rules: 
ζ2

ζ1
(r1,r2,...,rn) to mean that there are n (n ≥ 1) derivation steps between node ζ1 and node ζ2, and the 

names of the inference rules being applied by each derivation step are listed on the right in order. E.g., the derivation from 
node 1 to node 2 can be abbreviated as a derivation with multiple rules:

2 : Isp1⇒〈p∗2; p3; pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ

1 : · ⇒ Isp1→〈pω ⊕ p∗; p3; pω〉tt 	�ψ
(→r,⊕,∨r2)
2 2 4
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√
.
.
.
.

4 : Isp1⇒∃k.Inv1(k)

√
.
.
.
.

t > 0, Inv1(t)⇒ g1

√
.
.
.
.

�1⇒ Inv1(t − 1)∧ψ

6 : t > 0, Inv1(t)⇒〈v1〉Inv1(t − 1) 	�ψ
(α)

t > 0, Inv1(t)⇒〈g1?v1〉Inv1(t − 1) 	�ψ
(g?,∧r)

t > 0, Inv1(t)⇒〈p2〉Inv1(t − 1) 	�ψ
(⊕,∨r2,⊕,∨r1)

5 : · ⇒ ∀k > 0.(Inv1(k)→〈p2〉Inv1(k− 1) 	�ψ)
(∀r,→r)

7 : · ⇒ (∃k≤ 0.Inv1(k))→〈p3; pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ

3 : Isp1⇒〈p∗2〉(〈p3; pω
4 〉(tt 	�ψ) 	�ψ)

(〈∗〉	)

2 : Isp1⇒〈p∗2; p3; pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ

(〈;〉	)

Isp1⇒〈pω
2 〉tt 	�ψ ∨ 〈p∗2; p3; pω

4 〉tt 	�ψ
(∨r2)

Isp1⇒〈pω
2 ⊕ p∗2; p3; pω

4 〉tt 	�ψ
(⊕)

1 : · ⇒ Isp1→〈pω
2 ⊕ p∗2; p3; pω

4 〉tt 	�ψ
(→r)

√
.
.
.
.

k′ ≤ 0∧ Inv1(k′)⇒ g2

√
.
.
.
.

�2⇒ψ

√
.
.
.
.

�2⇒ Inv2

√
.
.
.
.

�3⇒ Inv2 ∧ψ

11 : Inv2⇒〈{v1, u1, v3}〉Inv2 	�ψ
(α)

10 : · ⇒ Inv2→〈p4〉Inv2 	�ψ
(→r,⊕,∨r2,⊕,∨r2)

9 : �2⇒〈pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ

〈ω〉	

�2⇒ (〈pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ)∧ψ

∧r

8 : k′ ≤ 0∧ Inv1(k′)⇒〈{v1, v3}〉(〈pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ) 	�ψ

(α)

k′ ≤ 0∧ Inv1(k′)⇒〈g2?{v1, v3}〉(〈pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ) 	�ψ

(g?,∧r)

k′ ≤ 0∧ Inv1(k′)⇒〈p3; pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ

(〈;〉	,⊕,∨r2,⊕,∨r2)

7 : · ⇒ (∃k≤ 0.Inv1(k))→〈p3; pω
4 〉tt 	�ψ

(→r,∃l)

1 ... 3
κ := κ(κ ′)4

5 ... 6
κ ′ := κ ′{v1}

...

7 ... 8
κ := κ{v1, v3}

... 9
κ := κ(κ ′)ω

10 11
κ ′ := κ ′{v1, u1, v3}

...

κ := λ
call (κ ′ := λ)

ret κ ′

call (κ ′ := λ)

ret κ ′

p2 = ∅⊕ g1?{v1} ⊕ g1?{v1, v3} p3 = ∅⊕ g2?{v1} ⊕ g2?{v1, v3}
p4 = ∅⊕ {v1, u1} ⊕ {v1, u1, v3} g1 = h(v1, u1) < 4
g2 = h(v1, u1)= 4 ψ =ψsp1 ∧ψ∅
Inv1(k)= (h(v1, u1)= 4− k)∧ (h(v1, v3)≥ 4− k)∧ h(v3, u1)≥ 0∧ 0≤ k≤ 4 Inv2 = h(v1, v3) > 0∧ h(v3, u1)≥ 0
�1 = {t > 0, Inv1(t)}[x1, x2, x3, x4/h(v1),η(v1),η(v3),η(u1)] ∪ {h(v1)= x1 + 1, η(v1)= 1, η(v3)= 0, η(u1)= 0}
�2 = (k′ ≤ 0∧ Inv1(k′))[y1, y2, y3, y4, y5/h(v1),h(v3),η(v1),η(v3),η(u1)] ∪ {h(v1)= y1 + 1,h(v3)= y2 + 1, η(v1)= 1, η(v3)= 1, η(u1)= 0}
�3 = Inv2[z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6/h(v1),h(v3),h(u1),η(v1),η(v3),η(u1)] ∪ {h(v1)= z1 + 1,h(v3)= z2 + 1,h(u1)= z3 + 1, η(v1)= 1, η(v3)= 1, η(u1)= 1}

Fig. 12. Derivation of formula Isp1→〈psp1〉tt 	�(ψsp1 ∧ψ∅).

Due to the limit of space, we move the derivation of node 7 to the top. We use 

√
....
ζ

to denote the branch where from node ζ , 

all derivations will end in valid nodes 
√

. The lower part of Fig. 12 gives the detailed content of each node, where p1 − p4, 
g1, g2 have been declared in Fig. 4. x1, ..., x4, y1, ..., y5, z1, ..., z6 are new variables with respect to their contexts.

The derivation starts from the root 1, and stops if (i) all leaf nodes are valid nodes (
√

), or (ii) one of the leaf nodes is 
not valid. The derivation of the formula φsp1 is a valid proof tree, with all leaf nodes are valid. The whole proof procedure 
is semi-automatic, while the only places that need manual intervention are nodes 3 and 9, where two invariants Inv1, Inv2
need to be determined.

By calling procedure Gen_Sch(1, λ) (where λ is a special string defined in Definition 4.8), finally we can generate a 
schedule

σ = v4
1{v1, v3}{v1, v3, u1}ω

of SP1. The path below the derivation in Fig. 12 shows the process of node enumeration in procedure Gen_Sch, where 
variables κ , κ ′ denote the corresponding variables in Algorithm 2, ‘call/ret’ means the calling/return of a new procedure 
Gen_Sch. The value of the variable κ is initiated to λ before dealing with node 1. The value of the variable κ is updated 
after dealing with nodes 3, 6, 8, 9 and 11 in procedure Gen_Sch. E.g., after dealing with node 3, the variable κ is appended 
by (κ ′)4 where the variable κ ′ = {v1} is computed from the branch 5 → ... → 6 → ..., while the witness of ∃k.Inv1(k) at 
21
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Table 1
The definition of formula φsp1 and its sequent in Coq.

1 (∗ Example in the paper∗)
2 (∗ clocks v1, u1 and v3∗)
3 Definition v1 : CName := (clk 1).
4 Definition u1 : CName := (clk 2).
5 Definition v3 : CName := (clk 3).
6
7 (∗ program p ∗)
8 (∗ g1, g2∗)
9 Definition g1 : g_exp := D(v1, u1) < 4.

10 Definition g2 : g_exp := D(v1, u1) == 4.
11
12 (∗ p2, p3, p4∗)
13 Definition p2 : CPM_exp := @ nil U g1?{v1} U g1?{v1|v3}.
14 Definition p3 : CPM_exp := @ nil U g2?{v1} U g2?{v1|v3}.
15 Definition p4 : CPM_exp := @ nil U @ {v1|u1} U @ {v1|u1|v3}.
16 (∗ p ∗)
17 Definition p : CPM_exp := p2^w U (p2^∗ ; p3 ; p4^w).
18
19 (∗ initial condition I ∗)
20 Definition I : cDL_exp := (h(v1) =’ 0 / \’ y(v1) =’ 0) / \’

21 (h(u1) =’ 0 / \’ y(u1) =’ 0) / \’ (h(v3) =’ 0 / \’ y(v3) =’ 0).
22
23 (∗ formula psi ∗)
24 (∗ formula expressing the specification ∗)
25 Definition psi_sp1 := (h(v1) >’ h(v3) \ /’ (h(v1) =’ h(v3) / \’ y(v3) =’

0)) / \’ h(v3) >=’ h(u1).
26 (∗ formula for expressing ‘at least one clock ticks at each instant of

a schedule’ ∗)
27 Definition psi_es := y(v1) =’ 1 \ /’ y(u1) =’ 1 \ /’ y(v3) =’ 1.
28 (∗ psi ∗)
29 Definition Psi := psi_sp1 / \’ psi_es.
30
31 (∗ Other components of the sequent ∗)
32 Definition Gamma0 : Gamma := nil.
33 Definition Delta0 : Delta := nil .
34 Definition V0 : list Var := nil .
35 Definition C0 : list CName := v1 :: u1 :: v3 :: nil .
36 Definition ntC0 : list CName := C0.
37
38 Theorem Example : <| Gamma0 , empty ==>
39 exp ( I −>’ << p >> (tt ’ , Psi) ) , Delta0 // V0, C0, ntC0 |>.

node 4 is 4. At node 8, the variable κ is appended by an event {v1, v3} due to the derivation of rule (α). Similar analysis 
can be given for nodes 6, 9 and 11.

7. Mechanization of cDL

In order to show the potential applicability of our method, we have mechanized the cDL calculus in Coq [18] — a 
theorem prover based on a type of higher-order typed λ−calculus called ‘calculus of inductive constructions’ (CIC). We use 
CIC to define the syntax of cDL and to define the sequents of cDL as the propositions of CIC in an inductive way based 
on the proof system given in Fig. 10. Each rule in the proof system of cDL is treated as an ‘axiom’ in Coq. To prove a cDL 
formula, which is expressed as a λ−expression in CIC, we deduce it by applying these axioms in Coq. The axioms transform 
the λ−expression into a quantifier-free arithmetical proposition in CIC, which can then be either proved in Coq or solved 
in an SMT-procedure using tools like Z3. When the proposition is a linear integer arithmetic logic formula, it can also be 
solved by the ‘Omega’ solver embedded in Coq [18].

In this paper, we only show how a cDL formula can be expressed and verified in Coq through an example. More details 
about our implementation can be found online2 (where the example given below can also be found at the end of the code 
file). We take the formula φsp1 = Isp1→〈psp1〉tt	�(ψsp1∧ψ∅) (in Example 6.3) as an example. Table 1 shows the definition 
of the formula φsp1 and the sequent · ⇒ φsp1 in Coq.

In Coq, CPM and cDL formulae are defined as the inductive types CPM_exp and cDL_exp respectively. Clock names and 
variables are defined as the types CName and Var. The CPM psp1 is defined as p at line 17, where p2, p3 and p4 define 
the programs p2, p3 and p4 (shown in Fig. 4) respectively, the guards g1 and g2, the variables v1, u1 and v3 are defined 
as g1, g2, v1, u1 and v3 respectively. The symbols ;, U, ˆ w and ˆ * define the operators ;, ⊕, ω and ∗ respectively. {a1 | a2 
| ... | an} denotes a list of elements a1, ..., an (with nil denoting the empty list) in Coq. {c1 | c2 | ... | cn} with c1, ..., cn 
: CName defines the set of clocks {c1, c2, ..., cn}. @{c1 | c2 | ... | cn} denotes the clock event {c1, c2, ..., cn} in CPM. g?{c1 
| c2 | ... | cn} defines the guarded clock event g?{c1, ..., cn}, with g : g_exp defining the guard g . The guard expression is 
defined as the type g_exp, where D(c1, c2) represents h(c1, c2) — the distance between h(c1) and h(c2) (in Sect. 2.3). The 
initial condition Isp1 and the formula ψ = ψsp1 ∧ ψ∅ are defined as I and Psi at line 20 and line 29 respectively, where
h(c), y(c) represent clock-related variables h(c), η(c) respectively. The symbols ∼’, /\’, \/’, − >’ denote the logic connectives 
¬, ∧, ∨, → respectively, while the symbols <=’, <’, >’, >=’, =’ represent the operators ≤, <, >, ≥, = in expression e.

The sequent · ⇒ φsp1 is defined as the theorem Example in Coq (at line 38). A sequent is defined as a 4-tuple <| G, pls1 
==> pls2, D | >, where G and D represent the contexts � and  respectively, pls1, pls2 are places for formulae that are 
targeted at current sequent, they can be either empty (represented by empty) or contain a target formula φ (expressed as
exp phi). The formula φsp1 is defined as I − >’ << p >> (tt’, Psi), where << p >> (phi, psi) represents the dynamic formula 
〈p〉φ 	ψ . V0, C0, ntC0 are auxiliary variables used in the derivation procedure.

We prove the theorem Example in Coq by applying the axioms defined as the rules of the proof system of cDL (Table 10). 
Table 2 shows the procedure of proving theorem Example in Coq, where the correspondence relations between some axioms 
and rules are declared in the lower part of the table. Compared to other rules, rule (α) is special in the implementation. In 
Coq we use 3 axioms to split the simultaneous occurrences of clocks in a clock event, which is captured by the single rule 
(α) in the proof system of cDL. Axiom r_Alpha_c deals with the occurrence of each clock, axiom r_Alpha_idle2 deals with 

2 https://github .com /antitaboo /cDL-for-SA-of -CCSL/.
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Table 2
The procedure of proving Theorem Example.

1 Proof.
2 apply r_impR. (∗ rule −> r ∗)
3 apply r_Choice. (∗ rule choice ∗)
4 apply r_orR_2. (∗ rule \ / r 2 ∗)
5 apply r_Seq. (∗ rule sequence ∗)
6 apply r_Star_dia; exists inv1; split ; [| split ]. (∗ rule <<star>> ∗)
7 − (∗@∗) apply r_extR. exists 4. simpl. split . (∗ rule ext r ∗)
8 + (∗@∗) intuition . + apply r_o. cbn. intros . omega. (∗ rule o ∗)
9 − apply r_allR. apply r_impR; apply r_impR. cbn. (∗ rule all r , rule

−> r ∗)
10 apply r_Choice. apply r_orR_2. apply r_Choice. apply r_orR_1. (∗

rule cho, \ / r 2, cho, \ / r 2 ∗)
11 apply r_Guard. apply r_andR; split . (∗ rule g?, / \ r ∗)
12 + (∗@∗) cbv. apply r_o;cbn. intros . omega. (∗ rule o ∗)
13 + cbv. apply r_Alpha_c. apply r_Alpha_idle2; apply r_Alpha_idle2;

apply r_Alpha_idle1; cbv. (∗ rule alpha ∗)
14 (∗@∗) apply r_o. cbn. intros . omega. (∗ rule o ∗)

15 − apply r_impR. apply r_placeL_add. apply r_extL. cbn. (∗ rule −> r,
ext l∗)

16 apply r_Seq. apply r_Choice. apply r_orR_2. apply r_Choice. apply
r_orR_2. (∗ rule sequence, cho, \ / r 2, cho, \ / r 2 ∗)

17 apply r_Guard. apply r_andR; split . (∗ rule g?, / \ r ∗)
18 ∗ (∗@∗) apply r_o. cbn. intros . omega. (∗ rule o ∗)
19 ∗ apply r_Alpha_c; apply r_Alpha_c; apply r_Alpha_idle2; apply

r_Alpha_idle1. cbn. (∗ rule alpha ∗)
20 apply r_andR; split . Focus 2. (∗ rule / \ r ∗)
21 { (∗@∗) apply r_o. cbn. intros . omega. } Unfocus. (∗ rule o ∗)
22 { apply r_Omega_dia; exists inv2; split . (∗ rule <<omega>> ∗)
23 − (∗@∗) apply r_o. cbn. intros. omega. (∗ rule o ∗)
24 − apply r_impR. apply r_Choice. apply r_orR_2. apply r_Choice.

apply r_orR_2. (∗ rule −> r, cho, \ / r 2, cho, \ / r 2 ∗)
25 apply r_Alpha_c; apply r_Alpha_c; apply r_Alpha_c; apply

r_Alpha_idle1; cbv. (∗ rule alpha ∗)
26 (∗@∗) apply r_o. cbn. intros . omega. (∗ rule alpha ∗)
27 }
28 Qed.

Axioms in Coq Rules in cCDL Axioms in Coq Rules in cCDL Axioms in Coq Rules in cCDL Axioms in Coq Rules in cCDL

r_Alpha_c,
r_Alpha_idle1,
r_Alpha_idel2

(α) r_Seq (〈; 〉	) r_Guard (g?) r_Choice (⊕)

r_Star_dia (〈∗〉	) r_Omega_dia (〈ω〉	) r_o (o) r_andR (∧r)

r_allR (∀r) r_orR_1 (∨r1) r_orR_2 (∨r2) r_impR (→ r)

r_extR (∃r) r_extL (∃l)

the behaviour of the clocks that do not occur, while axiom r_Alpha_idle1 ends the whole procedure if the behaviours of all 
clocks have been dealt with. We will not give the details of all axioms here, interested readers can refer to the code online 
for more details.

The whole procedure of the proof in Table 2 corresponds to the derivation process of formula φsp1 given in Fig. 12, with 
each line corresponding to exactly one derivation step in Fig. 12 (‘(*@*)’ indicating the lines whose corresponding derivation 
is omitted in Fig. 12). For example, line 6 corresponds to the derivation from node 3 to nodes 4, 5, 7 in Fig. 12 where 
rule (〈∗〉	) is applied. Line 7, 9 and 15 correspond to the derivation from node 4, 5 and 7 of Fig. 12 respectively. For each 
derivation in Fig. 12, several tactics may need to be applied. E.g., at line 7, which corresponds to the derivation from node 4 
(not shown in Fig. 12), after applying axiom r_extR, we need to find a witness of k by using tactic exists, and then split the 
conjunction with the tactic split. Any detailed introduction of these tactics is beyond the scope of this paper, one can refer 
to [18] for more details.

The whole procedure of the proof terminates successfully with the key word ‘Qed’ (at line 28). All leaf nodes of the 
proof tree end by using the tactic omega to solve the obtained quantifier-free linear integer arithmetic propositions in CIC 
(at lines 8, 12, 14, 18, 21, 23, 26). However, this is not the general case, sometimes manual work might be needed for 
the arithmetic propositions obtained at the leaf nodes might be non-linear. A more powerful SMT-solving tool (such as Z3) 
could be used as a back-end tool to deal with these propositions in an efficient way.

Currently, this proof has been made entirely manually. But we can design a tactical in Coq to automatize most of these 
selections of tactics. And that could be one of our future work.

Currently we do not realize the schedule generation algorithm (Algorithm 2). It can be considered either implemented 
in Coq or implemented as an independent tool that receives valid proof trees produced by Coq as inputs. More work will 
be put on that in the future.

8. Related work and discussion

8.1. Schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications

In CCSL, the state space of the cLTS of a CCSL specification depends on h(c1, c2) — the difference of the number of ticks 
of two clocks c1 and c2. If all such differences are bounded, then this cLTS has a finite number of states. A CCSL specification 
is often called ‘safe’ [13] if its corresponding cLTS is finite.

Previous approaches for solving the schedule problem of CCSL specifications are mainly based on model checking and 
SMT-solving techniques.

In the model-checking-based approach [10,11], the schedule problem of a CCSL specification can be translated into the 
reachability problem of finite state automata. A CCSL specification is transformed into a finite automaton, then reachability 
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analysis is made on its states. [10] proposes to encode a CCSL specification into a finite SPIN automaton, whose validity 
can be checked by the model checking tool SPIN [32]. For unsafe specifications, a bound needs to be set to acquire finite 
state automata, so only approximate checking is possible. E.g., in some previous works like [12,20], relation c1 ≺n c2 has 
been adopted to bound the unsafe specification c1 ≺ c2, where n is a bound to limit the gap between the distance of the 
ticks between c1 and c2. In [11], a rewriting system is built for CCSL and the behaviour of CCSL clocks is explored by 
the rewriting tool Maude [33]. By rewriting CCSL expressions, any specification can be expanded into a (possibly infinite) 
transition system and bounded model checking is then applied.

In the SMT-solving-based approach [9,12], a CCSL specification is directly encoded into an FOL formula with quantifiers 
according to the semantics of CCSL shown in Fig. 3. This FOL formula captures the conditions that should hold at each 
instant for the specification (e.g., the formula φ′ in Fig. 1). To solve the FOL formula, a bound needs to be set in order to 
eliminate all quantifiers, and this bound indicates the number of instants at which the conditions are checked in an SMT-
solving procedure. E.g., after setting a bound n for formula φ′ in Fig. 1, it becomes 

∧
1≤i≤n Hσ (i, c1) ≥ Hσ (i, c2) and we can 

solve it in an SMT-solving procedure. By solving the FOL formula, a bounded schedule is obtained. [9] proposed a sufficient 
(but not necessary) condition to check if a periodic schedule can be obtained from this bounded schedule. In this approach, 
whether a periodic schedule can be found depends on the bound set for solving the FOL formula: If the bound is proper, a 
schedule can be found; If the bound is too small, it might happen that no schedules can be found, but we still do not know 
whether there exists a schedule or not.

Our approach to schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications is based on theorem proving. Compared to the previous 
approaches, our approach is not limited to special types of CCSL specifications and does not depend on the bound that is set 
for approximate checking. Different from the SMT-solving-based approach, which directly encodes a specification into an FOL 
formula with quantifiers, our approach encodes a specification into a dynamic cDL formula. And by proving this dynamic 
formula or its negation in cDL calculus, we can know exactly whether there exists a schedule or not and can generate one 
if it exists. The proving process decomposes the dynamic formula into QF-FOL formulae according to the syntactic structure 
of the CPM so that a bound can be avoided.

Our approach can be considered as a complement to the previous approaches. When no schedule can be found after 
even setting a large bound, our approach can be adopted to try to give a formal proof of whether a schedule exists or not. 
The structure of the CPM that reveals the behaviour of clocks of the CCSL specification can provide some hints on why a 
schedule can or cannot exist, so as to help people have a better understanding of the specification. On the other side, when 
problems are hard or fail to be proved by our approach, we can try the previous approaches to perform an approximate 
checking with a proper bound.

The main disadvantage of our approach is that the verification procedure of cDL formulae is generally undecidable, which 
means that we have to manually search loop invariants in the verification procedure. However, considering the simplicity 
of CPM and the peculiarity of CCSL relations, it is possible to propose an automatic algorithm for generating loop invariants 
for CPMs and logical formulae with particular shapes, which could be one of our future work.

8.2. Dynamic logic

Dynamic logic [34] is a formalism for modelling and reasoning about program specifications. Classical dynamic logics 
like FODL [14] only capture state properties of programs. Process logic [35] firstly introduces temporal logic in dynamic 
logic to express temporal properties of programs, where formulae of the form ‘〈p〉�ψ ’ were introduced. Later [36] proposes 
a dynamic logic with modalities where formulae of the form ‘$ p % ψ ’ were introduced to mean the same as 〈p〉�ψ in 
process logic. Process logic (similar for the dynamic logic with modalities) can only prove formulae of the form 〈p〉�ψ , for 
formulae of the form ‘〈p〉�ψ ’, no inference rules were proposed for the sequential program p = q; r. dTL2 [15] introduces 
the normalized trace formulae of the form ‘〈p〉φ 	�ψ ’ and their related rules to solve this problem.

The syntax and semantics of cDL are largely based on and extended from FODL and dTL2. In cDL we add the infinite loop 
operator ω to capture the infinite clock behaviour in cLTS. The operator ω is necessary for capturing the schedule problem 
of CCSL and its effect cannot be subsumed by the finite loop operator ∗. In fact, formula 〈pω〉�ψ and formula 〈p∗〉�ψ have 
different meanings (the former is stronger than the latter), and so do their rules. Because of this, it is clear that cDL has a 
different expressiveness from dTL2. More analysis will focus on the theory of cDL in the future.

9. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we proposed a theorem-proving approach to schedulability analysis of CCSL specifications. To this end, we 
propose a variation of dynamic logic cDL and its proof calculus, based on which we analyze the schedule problem in CCSL. 
Based on FODL, cDL inherits the normalized trace formulae from dTL2 and introduces clock events and the infinite loop 
operator ω as an extension in order to capture the cLTS models of CCSL specifications. With cDL, the schedule problem 
can be expressed as a cDL formula and so as can be checked by verifying this formula in a semi-automatic way combining 
theorem proving and SMT-solving. We also propose an algorithm for generating a schedule by analyzing the valid proof 
tree generalized by a verification procedure. To show the potential applicability of our method we mechanize cDL in Coq. 
Through an example, all these points are clearly illustrated.
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The future work may focus on the following aspects: (1) Improving the implementation of cDL and evaluating its ap-
plicability in practice; (2) Analyzing the relative completeness of cDL and the decidability of the loop invariants in CPM; 
(3) Proposing a general methodology for schedulability analysis of RTESs based on dynamic logic. As a general dynamic 
logic, the application of cDL should not be limited to CCSL specifications. We believe it could also be used for schedulability 
analysis of other specifications of synchronous systems, whose behaviour can be captured as a program model in cDL.
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 6.2

Proof of Proposition 6.4. Given a cLTS A = 〈L, T , l0, C〉, let p = cLTS_2_CPM(A), first we show that Str(A) = Str(p), i.e., the 
language accepted by A (as a Büchi automaton) is exactly the language of p (as an ω-regular expression). From Propo-
sition 6.1, A can be taken as a Büchi automaton that accepts a subset of the ω-regular language Str. According to the 
theory of transforming Büchi automata into ω-regular language [26], we have Str(A) =⋃

l∈L Str(Al0,l)Str(Al,l)
ω , where L

is the set of all accepting states in the Büchi automaton A. For any Al,l′ and pl,l′ = NFA_2_CPM(Al,l′ ), since procedure 
NFA_2_CPM is a standard process of transforming a finite automaton into a regular expression and the regular part of CPM 
(that excludes the infinite loop program of the form pω) is a regular language, we have Str(Al,l′) = Str(pl,l′ ). Therefore 
Str(A) =⋃

l∈L Str(pl0,l)Str(pl,l)
ω . By Definition 4.9 we have Str(A) = Str(⊕l∈L pl0,l; pω

l,l) = Str(p).
Now we get back to Proposition 6.4. For any schedule σ = α1α2...αn..., by the definition of Sch(A) (in Sect. 2.3), we 

have σ ∈ Sch(A) iff there exists a path l0
a1−→ l1

a2−→ l2
a3−→ ... 

an−1−−→ ln
an−→ ... in A, where ai (i ∈ N+) can be αi or gi?αi . 

Then we have there is a string ρ = a1a2...an... accepted by the Büchi automaton A, i.e. ρ ∈ Str(A). Since Str(A) = Str(p), 
ρ ∈ Str(p). By Proposition 4.2 we know that Trσ is the set of all standard traces in val(α1α2...αn...). Moreover, by the fact 
that σ ∈ Sch(A), it is easy to see that every standard trace in val(α1α2...αn...) is a standard trace in val(ρ), because every 
guard gi of αi (suppose ai = gi?αi) is true in A. Hence every trace of Trσ is a standard trace in val(ρ).

On the other side, for any standard trace tr ∈ val(p), from Proposition 6.3 tr must be infinite. By Proposition 4.1, there 
must exist a string ρ ′ = a′1a′2...a′n... ∈ Str(p) s.t. tr ∈ val(ρ ′). Since Str(p) = Str(A), ρ ′ ∈ Str(A). Because val(ρ ′) �= ∅, so there 

exists a path l0
a′1−→ l1

a′2−→ l2
a′3−→ ... 

a′n−1−−→ ln
a′n−→ ... in the cLTS A. Let σ ′ be the schedule obtained by removing all guards in ρ ′ , 

we have σ ′ ∈ Sch(A). �
In the proof of Theorem 6.2 given below, we use 

ζ2

ζ1
(r1,r2,...,rn) to denote a derivation with multiple rules: there are n

(n ≥ 1) derivation steps between node ζ1 and ζ2, and the names of the inference rules applied by each derivation step are 
listed on the right in order.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. For any string ρ , let κ(ρ) be the clock sequence obtained from ρ by removing all guards in the clock 
events of ρ .

In the valid proof tree of the sequent · ⇒ φS P , for any node ζ with a sequent of the form � ⇒ 〈p〉φ 	 �ψ,  (where 
〈p〉φ 	�ψ is the target formula), let ζ(p) be the proof tree which starts at node ζ as the root node, but ends at a node 
where program p has just been eliminated in formula 〈p〉φ 	�ψ . Let κ be the clock sequence generated by analyzing the 
proof tree ζ(p) through procedure Gen_Sch in Algorithm 2, we prove:
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(a) there exists a string ρ s.t. ρ ∈ Str(p) and κ(ρ) = κ ;
(b) under the context � (i.e., provided that all formulae in � are true), there exists a trace tr ∈ val(ρ) s.t. tr � �ψ and 

tre ∈ val(φ) if tre exists.

We prove (a), (b) by induction on the structure of p.
For the base case, according to Proposition 6.3, there is only one situation when p = a where a is of the form α or g?α. 

We take p = g?α as an example, the case for p = α is similar. The proof tree ζ(p) is in the form of:

...

�⇒ g,

(1) : ...
�⇒〈α〉φ 	�ψ,

(α)

ζ : �⇒〈g?α〉φ 	�ψ,
(g?,∧r)

...

which ends at node (1) because at this node program p has just been eliminated. According to procedure Gen_Sch of 
Algorithm 2, we know κ = α. Let ρ = g?α, clearly we have ρ ∈ Str(p) and κ(ρ) = κ . Since ρ = p, obviously under the 
context � there is a trace tr ∈ val(ρ) satisfying tr ��ψ and tre ∈ val(φ) if tre exists.

For the induction step, we have 4 cases:

(i) p = q; r. The proof tree ζ(q; r) is in the form shown as follows:

...

ζ2 : �′ ⇒ 〈r〉φ 	�ψ,′....
ζ1 : �⇒〈q〉(〈r〉φ 	�ψ),

ζ : �⇒〈q; r〉φ 	�ψ,
(〈;〉	)

...

According to procedure Gen_Sch in Algorithm 2, we can split κ into two parts: κ = κ1κ2, where κ1 is the clock sequence 
generated in procedure Gen_Sch from node ζ1 to node ζ2, and κ2 is the clock sequence generated in procedure Gen_Sch
after node ζ2. Since κ1 can be seen as the sequence generated by analyzing the proof tree ζ1(q) which ends at node ζ2
where program q has just been eliminated, and κ2 can be seen as the sequence generated by analyzing the proof tree 
ζ2(r), by inductive hypothesis there exist ρ1 ∈ Str(q) and ρ2 ∈ Str(r) s.t. κ(ρ1) = κ1, κ(ρ2) = κ2. So ρ1ρ2 ∈ Str(q)Str(r) =
Str(q; r) = Str(p). Since κ = κ1κ2, κ(ρ1ρ2) = κ . Again by inductive hypothesis there are traces tr1 ∈ val(ρ1), tr2 ∈ val(ρ2)

satisfying: 1) under the context �, tr1 � �ψ and tr1,e ∈ val(〈r〉φ) if tr1,e exists; 2) under the context �′ , tr2 � �ψ and 
tr2,e ∈ val(φ) if tr2,e exists. So it is not hard to see that the trace tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ∈ val(ρ1) ◦ val(ρ2) = val(ρ1ρ2) satisfies 
that tr ��ψ and tre ∈ val(φ) if tre exists.

(ii) p = q ⊕ r. The proof tree ζ(q ⊕ r) can be in the form shown as follows:

...

ζ1 : �⇒〈q〉φ 	�ψ,

ζ : �⇒〈q⊕ r〉φ 	�ψ,
(⊕,∨r1)

...

According to Algorithm 2 κ is actually generated by analyzing the proof tree ζ1(q) in procedure Gen_Sch. By hypothesis 
analysis, we know there exists a string ρ ∈ Str(q) s.t. κ(ρ) = κ , and under the context � there is a trace tr ∈ val(ρ)

satisfying that tr ��ψ and tre ∈ val(φ) if tre exists. We observe that ρ ∈ Str(q) ⊆ Str(q) ∪ Str(r) = Str(q ⊕ r) = Str(p), so 
the result is directly obtained.

(iii) p = q∗ . The proof tree ζ(q∗) is of the form:

...

ζ1 : �⇒∃x.Inv(x),

...

ζ4 : Inv(t)⇒〈q〉Inv(t − 1) 	�ψ

ζ2 : · ⇒ ∀x > 0.(Inv(x)→〈q〉Inv(x− 1) 	�ψ)
(∀r,→r) ...

ζ3 : · ⇒ (∃x≤ 0.Inv(x))→ φ

ζ : �⇒〈q∗〉φ 	�ψ,
(〈∗〉	)

...

which ends at node ζ3 where program q∗ has just been eliminated. According to Algorithm 2, κ = κk
1 where κ1 is 

the clock sequence generated in procedure Gen_Sch by analyzing the proof tree ζ4, k is a witness making Inv(k) valid 
at node ζ1. By inductive hypothesis, there exists ρ1 ∈ Str(q) s.t. κ(ρ1) = κ1 and under the context in which Inv(t)
(t ≥ 1) holds, there is a trace trt ∈ val(ρ1) satisfying that trt,e � �ψ and trt,e ∈ val(Inv(t − 1)) if trt,e exists. So by let-
ting t = k, k − 1, ..., 1, we can obtain k such traces trk ,...,tr1. Let ρ = ρk

1, clearly ρ ∈ Str(q)k ⊆ Str(q)∗ = Str(q∗) = Str(p)

and κ(ρ) = κk(ρ1) = κk
1 = κ . Let tr = trk ◦ trk−1 ◦ ... ◦ tr1, it is easy to see that tr ∈ valk(ρ1) = val(ρ4

1 ) = val(ρ). By 
the soundness of rule (〈∗〉	), it is not hard to see that under the context �, tr � �ψ and tre ∈ val(φ) if tre ex-
ists.
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(iv) p = qω . The proof tree ζ(qω) is of the form:

...

ζ1 : �⇒ Inv,
ζ3 : Inv⇒〈q〉Inv 	�ψ

ζ2 : · ⇒ Inv→〈q〉Inv 	�ψ
(→r)

ζ : �⇒〈qω〉φ 	�ψ,
(〈ω〉	)

...

According to Algorithm 2, κ = κω
1 where κ1 is the clock sequence generated by analyzing the proof tree ζ2(q) in pro-

cedure Gen_Sch. By inductive hypothesis, there exists ρ1 ∈ Str(q) s.t. κ(ρ1) = κ1 and under the context Inv, there 
is a trace tr1 ∈ val(ρ1) satisfying that tr1 � �ψ and tr1,e ∈ val(Inv) if tr1,e exists. Let Asp be the corresponding 
cLTS of psp , since Str(psp) = Str(Asp), we have σ0 ∈ Str(Asp). So σ0 ∈ Sch(Asp), i.e., σ0 is a schedule of SP. Let 
ρ = ρω

1 , clearly we have ρ ∈ Str(q)ω = Str(qω) = Str(p) and κ(ρ) = κω(ρ1) = κω
1 = κ . Let tr = tr1 ◦ tr1 ◦ ...︸ ︷︷ ︸

∞
, we have 

tr ∈ val(ρ1) ◦ val(ρ1) ◦ ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
∞

= val(ρω
1 ) = val(ρ). By the soundness of rule (〈ω〉	), it is easy to see that under the context 

�, tr ��ψ and tre ∈ val(φ) if tre exists.

Now we focus on the proof tree of the sequent · ⇒ φS P itself, it is in the form shown as follows:
...

ζ0 : I⇒〈psp〉(tt 	�(ψsp ∧ψ∅))
· ⇒ I→〈psp〉(tt 	�(ψsp ∧ψ∅))

(→r)

σ0 in fact can be seen as the sequence generated by analyzing the proof tree ζ0(psp) in procedure Gen_Sch of Algorithm 2, 
therefore we have:

(1) there exists a string ρ0 s.t. ρ0 ∈ Str(psp) and κ(ρ0) = σ0;
(2) under the context I , there exists a trace tr0 ∈ val(ρ0) s.t. tr0 ��(ψsp ∧ψ∅) and tr0,e ∈ val(tt) if tr0,e exists.

On the one hand, let Asp be the corresponding cLTS of psp , in the proof of Proposition 6.4 we have shown that Str(Asp) =
Str(psp). Since ρ0 ∈ Str(psp), ρ0 ∈ Str(Asp). By κ(ρ0) = σ0 and the fact that ζ0 is a valid tree, we can get σ0 ∈ Sch(A). So by 
Proposition 2.1 there is σ0 �ccsl C̃df .

On the other hand, since κ(ρ0) = σ0, val(ρ0) ⊆ val(σ0). So we have tr0 ∈ val(σ0). From the fact that tr0 is a standard 
trace in val(σ0) that satisfies (2), in fact we can get that all standard traces of val(σ0) satisfy (2). This is because of the 
following two reasons: 1) for any standard trace tr ∈ val(σ0), all clock-related variables in tr can be complete determined 
by σ0; 2) according to the construction of ψsp and ψ∅ in Theorem 6.1, ψsp, ψ∅ only contain clock-related variables. By 
Proposition 4.2 we know all traces in Trσ0 satisfy (2). By Proposition 6.5, we obtain σ0 �ccsl R̃el.

σ0 �ccsl SP since σ0 �ccsl C̃df and σ0 �ccsl R̃el. That is, σ0 is a schedule of SP. �
Appendix B. Proof of soundness of cDL system

According to the analysis in Sect. 5.3, to prove Theorem 5.1, here we only need to give the proof of the soundness of 

rules (α), (〈ω〉	) and rule ([ω]�). The soundness of rule 
�1⇒1 ... �n⇒n

�⇒
means that if |=cdl

∧
φ∈�1

φ→∨
ψ∈1

ψ , 

..., |=cdl
∧

φ∈�n
φ→∨

ψ∈n
ψ hold, then |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ→∨

ψ∈ ψ holds.

Proof of the soundness of rule (α). By the definition of the rule of the form: 
�′ ⇒′
�⇒

in Sect. 5.1, we need to prove the 

following two propositions:

(i) If ∀s ∈ S , s |=cdl (
∧

φ∈� φ[V ′/V ] ∧ P ) → ((φ∧ψ) ∨∨
φ∈ φ[V ′/V ]), then ∀s ∈ S , s |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ→ (〈α〉φ 	�ψ ∨∨

φ∈ φ).
(ii) If ∀s ∈ S , s |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ→ (〈α〉φ 	�ψ ∨∨

φ∈ φ), then s |=cdl (
∧

φ∈� φ[V ′/V ] ∧ P ) → ((φ ∧ψ) ∨∨
φ∈ φ[V ′/V ]).

In rule (α), recall that we have assumed α = {c1, ..., cn}, C−α = {d1, ..., dm} (see Sect. 5.2). And V ′ = (x1, ..., xn, y1, ..., yn,

z1, ..., zm) is a set of new variables (w.r.t. �, 〈α〉φ 	�ψ , ) corresponding to V = (h(c1), ..., h(cn), η(c1), ..., η(cn), η(d1), ...,
η(dm)). P =∧

1≤i≤n h(ci) = xi + 1 ∧∧
1≤i≤n η(ci) = 1 ∧∧

1≤i≤m η(di) = 0.
For (i), for any s ∈ S , if s |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ, we show that s |=cdl 〈α〉φ 	�ψ ∨∨

φ∈ φ. Construct an s′ such that⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
s′(h(ci))= s(h(ci))+ 1, for any 1≤ i ≤ n
s′(η(ci))= 1, for any 1≤ i ≤ n
s′(η(di))= 0, for any 1≤ i ≤m
s′(z)= s(z), for each new variable z′ ∈ V ′
s′(y)= s(y), for other variable y /∈ V

. (B.1)
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Since the variables in V ′ are all new variables w.r.t. the contexts �, , we can assume that for any z′ ∈ V ′ , s(z′) = s′(z′). 
Because if it is not the case actually we can consider another state s′′ , whose value differs state s only on those variables 
in V ′ (which satisfies s′′(z′) = s′(z′) for any z′ ∈ V ′). Since s |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ, obviously s′′ |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ. And if we can prove 

s′′ |=cdl 〈α〉φ 	�ψ ∨∨
φ∈ φ, then we also have s |=cdl 〈α〉φ 	�ψ ∨∨

φ∈ φ.
Since s |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ, from (B.1) we get s′ |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ[V ′/V ] ∧ P . So s′ |=cdl (φ∧ψ) ∨∨

φ∈ φ[V ′/V ] from the assumption 
of (i). If s′ |=cdl

∨
φ∈ φ[V ′/V ], obviously s |=cdl

∨
φ∈ φ by the definition of s′ in (B.1). Hence s |=cdl 〈α〉φ 	�ψ ∨∨

φ∈ φ. 
If s′ |=cdl φ ∧ψ , from the construction of s′ easy to see that ss′ ∈ val(α). According to the semantics of 〈α〉φ 	�ψ (Defini-
tion 4.6) there is s |=cdl 〈α〉φ 	�ψ . Therefore s |=cdl 〈α〉φ 	�ψ ∨∨

φ∈ φ.
For (ii), for any s ∈ S , if s |=cdl

∧
φ∈� φ[V ′/V ] ∧ P , we need to show s |=cdl (φ ∧ψ) ∨∨

φ∈ φ[V ′/V ]. Construct an s′ such 
that ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

s′(h(ci))= s(xi), for any 1≤ i ≤ n
s′(η(ci))= s(yi), for any 1≤ i ≤ n
s′(η(di))= s(zi), for any 1≤ i ≤m
s′(z)= s(z), for each new variable z′ ∈ V ′
s′(y)= s(y), for other variable y /∈ V

. (B.2)

Since s |=cdl
∧

φ∈� φ[V ′/V ], from (B.2) we get s′ |=cdl
∧

φ∈� φ. So s′ |=cdl 〈α〉 	�ψ ∨∨
φ∈ φ from the assumption of (ii). 

If s′ |=cdl
∨

φ∈ φ, obviously s |=cdl
∨

φ∈ φ[V ′/V ] from the definition of s′ in (B.2). If s′ |=cdl 〈α〉 	�ψ , since s |=cdl P , from 
the construction of s′ easy to see that s′s ∈ val(α). Again, according to the semantics of 〈α〉 	 �ψ we have s |=cdl φ ∧ ψ . 
Both situations above conclude that s |=cdl (φ ∧ψ) ∨∨

φ∈ φ[V ′/V ]. �
Proof of the soundness of rule (〈ω〉	). We need to prove that for any �, ,

if
∧
φ∈�

φ→ (Inv∨
∨
φ∈

φ) and Inv→〈p〉Inv 	�ψ hold, then
∧
φ∈�

φ→ (〈pω〉φ 	�ψ ∨
∨
φ∈

φ) holds. (B.3)

Due to the arbitrariness of �, , we can assume 
∧

φ∈� φ holds and 
∨

φ∈ φ does not hold. Otherwise the proposition above 
holds obviously. Thus it equals to prove that

if Inv and Inv→〈p〉Inv 	�ψ hold, then 〈pω〉φ 	�ψ holds. (B.4)

In fact we only need to prove 〈pω〉�ψ since all traces of pω are infinite (see Definition 4.6). According to the assumption 
of proposition (B.4), the infinite trace tr of pω that satisfies �ψ can be constructed as one of the following two forms:

(i) tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trn ◦ ..., where each tri (i ≥ 1) is a finite trace of p, and it satisfies tri,b |=cdl Inv, tri,e |=cdl Inv and 
tri ��ψ .

(ii) tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trm , where each tri (1 ≤ i < m) is finite, trm is infinite. Each tri satisfies tri ∈ val(p), tri,b |=cdl Inv, 
tri,e |=cdl Inv and tri ��ψ , while trm satisfies trm ∈ val(p), trm,b |=cdl Inv, trm ��ψ .

Suppose tr � �ψ , by Definition 4.6 there exists an i ≥ 0 s.t. tr(i) |=cdl ¬ψ . No matter what forms trace tr is in, there 
must exist an N ≥ 1 s.t. trace trN contains state tr(i). But this contradicts the fact that trN � �ψ . Therefore tr � �ψ , so 
〈pω〉φ 	�ψ holds. �

The soundness of rule ([ω]�) can be proved in a similar way as rule (〈ω〉	).

Proof of the soundness of rule ([ω]�). Similar to the proof of rule (〈ω〉	), due to the arbitrariness of � and , we only 
need to prove that

if ∃x.Inv(x),∀x > 0.(Inv(x)→[p]Inv(x− 1) ��ψ) and (∃x≤ 0.Inv(x))→[p]�ψ hold, then [pω]φ ��ψ holds.

We only need to prove [pω]�ψ since all traces of pω are infinite. Set k the number that makes Inv(k) hold. If k ≤ 0, 
then we get [p]�ψ holds. So all traces of p satisfy �ψ . Since any trace of pω is either a trace of p or must have a prefix 
in p, we have [pω]�ψ holds. So [pω]φ ��ψ holds. If k > 0, we now show that [pk+1]�ψ holds. Actually, any trace tr of 
pk+1 must be of the form:

(1) tr = tr1 ◦tr2 ◦ ... ◦trk+1, where tri (1 ≤ i ≤ k +1) is finite. Each tri satisfies tri ∈ val(p). tr1,b |=cdl Inv(k). For any 1 ≤ j ≤ k, 
either tr j ��ψ , or tr j,e |=cdl Inv(k − j), tr j+1,b |=cdl Inv(k − j) holds. And trk+1 ��ψ .

(2) tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trm , where 1 ≤m ≤ k +1, tr1, ..., trm−1 is finite, trm is infinite. Each tri (1 ≤ i ≤m) satisfies tri ∈ val(p). 
tr1,b |=cdl Inv(k). For any 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1, either tr j � �ψ , or tr j,e |=cdl Inv(k − j), tr j+1,b |=cdl Inv(k − j) holds. And 
trm ��ψ .
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From both forms we have tr � �ψ since either trk+1 or trm is a suffix of it. Hence [pk+1]�ψ . Because any trace of pω is 
either a trace of pk+1 or must contain a prefix in pk+1, [pω]�ψ holds. �
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